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Abstract
We combine the principle of superposition from quantum theory and the
principle of dynamical causal structure from general relativity to attack
fundamental questions in quantum gravity. We generalize the concept of
entanglement to parties whose causal relation is quantum indefinite. The
generalized notion of entanglement gives meaning to timelike and more generally spacetime entanglement in quantum theory both with and without
indefinite causal structure. Using this generalization, we identify quantum
gravitational fluctuations of causal structure as a possible mechanism that
regularizes the otherwise divergent entanglement. We give the name “quantum indefinite spacetime” to the model of spacetime incorporating quantum
gravitational causal fluctuations.
Quantum indefinite spacetime sheds new light on black hole information
problem as we argue that quantum gravitational causal fluctuations allow
positive information communication capacity to the outside of the black
holes. The new generalized notion of entanglement offers additional support
from the black hole thermodynamics perspective.
Towards the end of the thesis we make a preliminary proposal that the
quantum fluctuating entanglement regularization may explain the apparent
accelerated expansion of the universe without introducing dark energy or
cosmological constant.
All these results and proposals are obtained on the basis of jointly applying quantum and general relativistic principles, but without making tentative postulates about the microscopic degrees of freedom of quantum spacetime. We hope to convey the message that this more conservative approach
can offer firm answers to several questions in quantum gravity. Moreover,
other approaches to quantum gravity should incorporate features of quantum indefinite spacetime if they assume the same principles.
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Notations
Axy···
ab···
(Aab···xy··· )
Axy···
ab···
(Aab···xy··· )
az
Axy
ab Bxc ,
xy az
(Aab Bxc )

Aa of Aab ,
(Aa of Aab )
ω
ρ+
or
S(Axa )
x
S(Aa )
Sx
S a|b (Aab )
S a|b (Aab )
IRx (Axy )
IRx (Axy )
I a:b (Aab )
I a:b (Aab )
A%B
A-B
A−B
A%
−B
A−B
A%
-B
-B
A%
−

or
or
or

A process A with input systems a, b, · · · and output systems x, y, · · · (the form in the bracket is also used when
no ambiguity arises).
The process operator for the process A with input systems a, b, · · · and output systems x, y, · · · (the form in
the bracket is also used when no ambiguity arises).
Composition of processes (process operators) A and B by
joining inputs and outputs of the same letters, resulting
in a new process (process operators) with input systems
b, c and output systems y, z after composing A with B.
The reduced process (process operator) when system b is
discarded.
The maximally mixed state.
The canonical maximally entangled state.
The von Neumann entropy of the process operator of Axa .
Short hand for S(Ax ) or S(Ax ), when it is clear from
context which A is referred to.
The conditional entropy (conditioning on b) of the operator of Aab .
The coherent information of the process A with target
system x and supplemental resource R.
The mutual information of the operator Aab .
A causally precedes B.
A causally succeeds B.
A causally disconnected with B.
Superposition of A % B and A − B.
Superposition of A - B and A − B.
Superposition of A % B and A - B.
Superposition of A % B A - B and A − B.
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Introduction

In classical general relativity (GR), spacetime is completely specified by the
causal structure plus the conformal factor [1, 2, 3]. This can be taken as
a starting point for a theory of quantum spacetime. Instead of quantizing
the metric as a field, we can apply quantum principles to the dynamical
causal structure and the conformal factor. In particular, the prospect of
combining quantum probabilistic features with dynamical causal structure
led to the so-called indefinite causal structure approach to quantum gravity
initiated in [4, 5].
In this thesis we follow the indefinite causal structure approach and
adopt the more recent “process framework” [6] to obtain the following new
results.
• We propose an axiom for entanglement measures for parties whose
causal relation is indefinite (Section 4).
• We use the new axiom to give meaning to entanglement of two parties
in arbitrary causal relation, in a context with or without indefinite
causal structure (Section 5).
• We identify quantum gravitational fluctuations of causal structure as
a possible concrete mechanism that regularizes entanglement in the
ultraviolet (Section 6).
Studies along these lines lead us to make the following speculative and
preliminary proposals.
• Quantum black holes in the strict sense do not exist. Quantum gravitational fluctuations allow information to transmit out of black holes
(Section 7).
• Observations used as evidence for dark energy may be explained by
quantum gravitational fluctuations of the area scale of spacetime without introducing extra energy density (Section 8).
A message we hope to convey about the subject of quantum gravity
is that several questions can be answered without making tentative postulates about the microscopic degrees of freedom of spacetime/gravity. These
questions can be addressed directly by extracting consequences of combining fundamental principles of quantum theory and of general relativity. In
1

this thesis, in particular, we obtain the above results by combining the
quantum principle of superposition and the general relativistic principle of
dynamical causal structure.
The key to these results is to incorporate what we call “causal fluctuations” into spacetime. Causal fluctuations are quantum fluctuations of
causal structure expected to take place when as gravity quantum fluctuates
at the Planck scale. We assign the name quantum indefinite spacetime to the spacetime model incorporating such causal fluctuations. Apart
from spontaneous causal fluctuations at the Planck scale, quantum indefinite spacetime may also incorporate indefinite causal structure arising from
superposition of matter. We take “quantum indefinite spacetime” as the
title and theme of this thesis because of the central role it plays in obtaining
our results.
In the rest of this section we give a conceptual-level overview of quantum
indefinite spacetime to familiarize the readers with its motivations and implications. We then outline the rest of the thesis where we get into technical
details.

1.1

Indefinite causal structure as a consequence of
principles

Two major expectations on a theory of quantum gravity are to account for
the microscopic degree of freedom of spacetime, and make quantum and
general relativistic principles compatible. In our view, the second one is
more fundamental. First of all it is possible that spacetime does not have
any underlying microscopic degree of freedom to be discovered, and the
search for it may be doomed to be fruitless. Moreover, even if an underlying
structures exists, without much empirical guidance, it is not easy to limit the
possibilities of the underlying structure to make firm statements. Although
more effort has been made in quantum gravity phenomenology in recent
years, there is still a lack of decisive data. Any conviction to a single
possibility runs a high risk of having the wrong starting point. It would be
better to base a theory of quantum gravity on general grounds not sensitive
to any tentative postulate about the microscopic degrees of freedom.
A natural approach is to start with combining principles of quantum
theory and general relativity. Such an effort may already offer firm answers to some fundamental questions without the need to commit to any
particular postulate on the microscopic degrees of freedom. Admittedly, if

2

quantum spacetime has yet unknown underlying structure, there may be
questions one can only address in a deeper theory. However, this deeper
theory must also tell us how to combine quantum and general relativistic
principles, so the study at the principle level can be regarded as forming
the basis of the deeper theory.
In this thesis, we approach quantum gravity combining the principle of
superposition from quantum theory and the principle of dynamical causal
structure from general relativity. In quantum theory, the superposition
principle applies to dynamical degrees of freedom. In general relativity,
causal structures of spacetime are dynamical degrees of freedom. If these
principles still hold in quantum gravity, spacetime causal structure can be in
superposition. This conclusion is reached without any new postulates, and
its negation would imply changes of quantum theory or general relativity at
the fundamental level. This thesis assumes that the conclusion holds and
study its consequences.1

1.2

The overall picture of quantum indefinite spacetime

A main feature of quantum indefinite spacetime is that it does not presume a differentiable manifold structure. The description of spacetime as a
differentiable manifold with a metric is standard in classical GR, but it is
unclear how to apply quantum superposition principle to spacetime in this
description. We take the alternative perspective to introduce quantumness
in the causal structure of spacetime with the quantum process framework.
The process framework description is more akin to quantum circuit networks that specifies how different systems compose with each other but
does not presume any differentiable structure. Our outlook is that the classical spacetime description in terms of differentiable manifold emerges from
the quantum process description of spacetime in the classical limit of no
superposition of causal structure.
Rather than logically starting with a description of spacetime itself and
build further structures and concepts on this spacetime, the framework
starts with local parties where agents (or nature itself as a special case of
1

It is possible that the foundations of quantum theory or general relativity needs
modification in quantum gravity. We approach this possibility conservatively by first
extracting consequences of combining the original principles. If problems arise, they give
clues on how to modify the foundations.

3

agents) can perform operations. The processes that carry information about
quantum spacetime are defined as sets of probabilities correlating operations
performed in the local parties. In other words, the description of quantum
spacetime arises from the description of correlations of local operations. In
this sense, this framework of quantum spacetime has an operational flavor.
This is a welcoming feature since usually operational approaches in physics
are subject to fewer risky assumptions. Additionally, it is relatively easy to
discuss information processing in the present framework of quantum spacetime because of the close interconnections between operational approaches
to quantum theory and information theory. In particular, this facilitates
studies of black hole information problems.
As quantum indefinite spacetime is described in terms of processes correlating local parties, the theory does not commit to either continuous or
discrete spacetime picture. In either case, the theory can be set up as long
as the notion of local party is meaningful. A point worth emphasizing is
that the entanglement regularization mechanism we identify in Section 6
exists independently of whether spacetime is continuous or discrete.2 We
speculate that the same mechanism regularizes quantum field theory 9.2.1.
If this turns out to be true, it would to some extent suppress the motivation
for debating whether spacetime is digital or analog.
For this thesis, the most important feature of quantum indefinite spacetime is that spontaneous quantum gravitational fluctuations of causal structure, i.e., causal fluctuations, take place around the Planck scale. Causal
fluctuations have significant implications on fundamental questions of quantum gravity such as ultraviolet finiteness, black hole information, and possibly also cosmology. We devote Sections 6 to 8 to study these implications.

1.3

Outline of the thesis

The mathematical framework we adopt, the so-called “process framework”[6]
which generalizes ordinary quantum theory, is reviewed in Section 2. In
Section 3 we present a few explicit models that describe indefinite causal
structure of different kinds. In Section 4 we extend the notion of entanglement measures to apply to quantum networks and quantum processes with
indefinite causal structure. In Section 5 we demonstrate through examples how the new notion allows us to study entanglement in more general
2

This is reminiscent of the regularization from Shannon sampling theory that allow
spacetime to be “simultaneously continuous and discrete” [7, 8, 9]
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settings such as timelike separated parties. In Section 6 we identify causal
fluctuation as a possible mechanism that regularizes entanglement in the ultraviolet. In Section 7 we examines the definition of black holes in quantum
indefinite spacetime, show that strict black holes do not exist, and offer a
possible solution to the information paradox. In Section 8 we present a preliminary proposal that explains “dark energy” using quantum fluctuation
of entanglement. Finally, in the concluding Section 9 we summarize the the
logical structure of the thesis and discuss some topics for future research.
Appendix A reviews some standard results in quantum information theory
to be used in the thesis, while Appendix B proves some elementary new
results about process coherent information.

2

Review of the process framework

2.1

Basic assumptions

The process framework first proposed in [6] is an extension of ordinary
quantum theory to allow indefinite global causal structure. The main idea
is to assume that ordinary quantum theory with fixed causal structure holds
locally, while globally the causal structure can be indefinite. This is reminiscent of classical GR, where locally spacetime is flat and special relativity
holds, while globally spacetime can be curved and general relativistic effects appear. Specifically, the process framework builds on the following
assumptions3 , whose conceptual meaning is explained in this section and
whose mathematical meaning will be explained in the next section:
1. Local quantum mechanics: ordinary quantum theory with fixed
causal structure holds locally.
2. Linearity of probability: probabilities of randomized and coarsegrained operation outcomes obey linearity.
3. Non-negative normalized probability: probabilities are non-negative
and sum to 1.
The idea of the first assumption is that there is a set of local parties
within each of which ordinary quantum theory with definite causal structure holds. Local parties (or simply “parties”) are “local” first because
3

An implicit additional assumption is that the joint probabilities are non-contextual,
i.e., equivalent local operations lead to the same probabilities.
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operations performed in one party is separated from those performed in another. In terms of information transmission, each party is associated with
an input and an output system, which are different from the input and
output systems of other parties. Furthermore, the parties are “local” in
the sense that all information transmission between a local party and the
outside is through the specified input and output systems, i.e., information
can transmit to the party only through the specified input system, and can
transmit out of the party only through the specified output system. Intuitively, one can picture local parties as closed laboratories with specified
input and output systems.
The “local quantum mechanics” assumption states that physical operations conducted within a local party are described by ordinary quantum
theory. In particular, the causal structure is ordinary within the party such
that information propagates from the input to the output system but not
the other way around.
The next assumption is about the probabilities the theory assigns to
outcomes of local operations. In ordinary quantum theory a state can be
viewed as assigning probabilities to measurement outcomes. In the theory
incorporating indefinite causal structure a generalized state assigns probabilities correlating outcomes of local operations of different parties. Such a
generalized state can carry non-trivial correlation that amounts to indefinite causal structure among its subsystems, and is called a process. The
framework itself is called the process framework.
In the next section we discuss the mathematical representation of processes and the implications of the basic assumptions.

2.2

Mathematical formulation

In this section we review the mathematical language of the process framework, mainly following [6, 10] with minor adaptations4 .
As mentioned in the last section, a local party A is associated with
an input system a1 with Hilbert space Ha1 and an output system a2 with
Hilbert space Ha2 . In accordance with the “local quantum mechanics”
assumption, a local party A can apply operations represented by ordinary
quantum instruments. A quantum instrument is a set of completely positive
4

In the original articles, processes are represented by unnormalized operators. We
adapt the framework to use normalized operators, because this is more convenient when
we study entanglement measures in later sections. The adapted representation is equivalent to the original one and does not make an essential difference.
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(CP)5 trace-non-increasing
maps {Ei }i that sum up to a CP trace-preserving
P
a1
map (channel) E =
i Ei . These maps take in density matrices on H
a2
and output (possibly unnormalized) density matrices on H . The label i
represents the classical outcome of the operation. For example, a quantum
instrument can represent a “measure-and-prepare” operation, where the
party measures the input quantum state in some basis to obtain the classical
outcome i, and prepares output states according to i.
It is convenient to represent the CP maps of a quantum instrument by
the so-called Choi states [11]. Given a CP map M : L(Ha1 ) → L(Ha2 )
from system a1 to system a2 (L(H) stands for linear operators on Hilbert
space H), its Choi state is defined as
Maa21 := M ⊗ 11(|φ+ ihφ+ |) ∈ L(Ha2 ⊗ Ha1 ).

(1)

The subscript a1 (inheriting changed font of the operator) represents the
input system, while the superscript a2 (inheriting changed font of the operator) represents the output system. 11 is the identity channel on system
P −1/2
a1 . |φ+ i = i da1 |iii ∈ Ha1 ⊗ Ha1 is a normalized6 maximally entangled
state on two copies of system a1 , and da1 is the dimension of Ha1 . The Choi
states and the CP maps are in one-to-one correspondence [11], so we can
identify the original maps with their Choi states. Finally, in the following
we use sans serif font letters to denote the Choi state operators corresponding to the maps in the normal font, e.g., we use Maa21 to denote the Choi
state operator of the map Maa12 .
Suppose there exist several local parties7 A, B, · · · , C that can choose to
apply local operations represented by quantum instruments {EiA }i , {EjB }j ,
· · · , {EkC }k . These can be identified with their Choi states in L(Ha1 ⊗
5

A linear map T : L(H1 ) → L(H2 ) is positive if it takes positive semi-definite operators to positive semi-definite operators. It is completely positive if T ⊗ 11 : L(H1 ⊗H3 ) →
L(H2 ⊗ H3 ) is positive for all H3 = Cn where n is a positive integer. In particular, a
completely positive map is positive. We require a physical operation to be positive because it should take states to states. We require it to be completely positive because the
same should hold when it acts on a subsystemPof a bipartite state.
6
Many articles use the unnormalized state i |iii for the Choi state. We find it more
convenient to use the normalized state. This is just a convention and does not make a real
difference for the content of the framework. As for the basis of the maximally entangled
state, it is a matter of convention and different choices lead to the same predictions of
probabilities.
7
In this thesis we restrict attention to finite-dimensional systems, and consider only
finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces.
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a2
Alice
a1

b2
W

Bob
b1

a3

a2

Alice
a0 a1

b2
W

b3

Bob
b1

b0

Figure 1: Left: process W as a probability assigning function that maps
quantum operations from Alice and Bob to a probability. Right: process
W as a map that acts partially on Alice’s and Bob’s operations to yield an
object awaiting further operations to obtain a probability.
Ha2 ), L(Hb1 ⊗ Hb2 ), · · · L(Hc1 ⊗ Hc2 ). The “linearity of probability” assumption says that the probability a process assigns to a particular set of
outcomes i, j, · · · , k is multilinear in the CP maps, and hence in their Choi
states.
Physically the linear sums can arise from randomization and coarsegraining of local outcomes. Suppose A can choose from two instruments
{EiA }i and {FiA }i with the same number of outcomes. Then A can randomize over the two instruments to perform the first with probability p and the
second with 1 − p. The new instrument is {GiA }i with GiA = pEiA +(1 − p)FiA
for all i, where each new CP map is a convex linear sum. Now suppose A
starts with only one instrument {EiA }ni=1 , but coarse grain over two outcomes, say i = n − 1 and i = n. Then the new instrument is {FiA }n−1
i=1 , with
A
A
A
A
A
Fi = Ei for i < n − 1 and Fn−1 = En−1 + En . The linearity of probability
assumption says that the probability assignment of the process commutes
with these linear sums. This is physically reasonable, as probability assignment should commute with randomization or coarse-graining.
The “non-negative and normalized probability” assumption implies that
the probabilities are non-negative for any set of outcomes and they add to
1 when we sum over all outcomes. More generally, local operations can
be extended to include ancillary systems and the multilinear probability
function of the process can be extended to a multilinear map acting only on
subsystems of the local parties (Figure 1). The further requirement is that
the resulting object is physical – when its open slots are closed by feeding

8

in physical operations, the probability is non-negative and normalized (this
is analogous to moving from requiring positivity to complete positivity for
quantum transformations).
It can be shown8 [6, 10] that such probability maps can be represented
by operators W ∈ L(H), where H := Ha1 ⊗Ha2 ⊗Hb1 ⊗Hb2 ⊗· · ·⊗Hc1 ⊗Hc2 ,
such that the probability for a set of local classical outcomes i, j, · · · , k is
given by (T denotes operator transpose)

B
C
A
B
C T
(2)
P EA
i , Ej , · · · , Ek = Tr{[Ei ⊗ Ej ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ek ] W}.
Here W is to be understood as a generalized density matrix that assigns
probabilities to measurement outcomes. The “non-negative normalized
probability” assumption of the process framework imposes the following
conditions on W:
W ≥0,
Tr W =dH ,
W =LV (W),

(3)
(4)
(5)

where dH is the dimension of Hilbert space H and LV is a projector onto a
linear subspace9
LV (W) :=[1−QA (1−a2 +a1 a2 )+QA a1 a2 ] W.

(6)

The first condition follows from non-negativity of probability, and the latter two conditions follow from the normalization of probability. The third
condition may look complicated. In the next section we illustrate it in the
concrete two-party case and give intuitive interpretations.
In the original articles, W is not a normalized operator (as seen from
(4)). However, one of the goals of this thesis is to study entanglement measures on W. It is convenient to define entanglement measures on normalized
operators. Therefore we adapt the convention of the original articles and
normalize W as follows. One may wonder why the operator transpose shows
up in (2). This has to do with the way Choi states model operation composition. Given operations10 Axya and Bvau , we can compose them by feeding
8

If a definite causal order among the local parties is imposed, the problem falls into
the “quantum-comb” formalism of quantum networks [12].
9
x
We use the shorthand notation that x W := ω x ⊗ Trx W
Q, where ω is the maximally
mixed state on system x, and that [1−x] W := W −x W .
A denotes the product over
all different parties A, B, C... each with an input and an output system.
10
We introduce the notation to use normal font capital letters to denote maps with
input systems in the subscript and output systems in the superscript.

9

w(aa0)
x
A
y

a

u

x

y

a

a0

Axay

B

u

v
0

Bav u

v
Figure 2: Left: composition of operations. Right: composition of operations
at the Choi state level. An unnormalized wire operator is introduced to
connect the two normalized Choi states.
the output a of Bvau into the input a of Axya to obtain a new operation11
xu
Cyv
:= Axya Bvau (Left picture of Figure 2). At the Choi state level, we have
the composition rule [12]
T

x
a u
x
au
Cxu
yv = da Tra (Aya Bv ) = da Tra (AyaT Bv ),

(7)

where da = dim Ha , and aT denotes operator transpose on Ha . The second
equality says that under composition, input transpose and output transpose
are equivalent, and either choice works. We can view (2) as implementing a
composition rule. Each E composes with the positive semi-definite operator
W twice, once at the input and once at the output. If we choose the
convention to apply transposes on E rather than on W, then every E is
fully transposed. The composition rule has a pictorial interpretation that
the two Choi states are composed through an entangled measurement [15]
(Right picture of Figure 2).
Defining the unnormalized “wire” operator (a0 is a copy of a)12
X
0
(8)
w(aa0 ) := da
(|iiihjj|)aa ,
ij
11

We introduce the “tensor-type” convention that repeated super- and subscripts denote composition. This symbolism comes from the so-called “operator tensor” formulation [13, 14].
12
The “composition by wire” trick is also used in [16].
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we can rewrite the composition rule as
0

x
0
au
Cxu
yv = Traa0 (Aya w(aa )Bv ).

(9)

Now we can rewrite (2) as the composition of the multiple E’s with a rescaled
W as

C
P EA
(10)
i , · · · , Ek
0
0
0
0
C
= Tr{[EA
i ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ek ] [w(a1 a1 ) ⊗ w(a2 a2 ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ w(c1 c1 ) ⊗ w(c2 c2 )] W}.
(11)

The wire composition formula (9) appears redundant, so we introduce the
shorthand notation
0

x
0
au
Cxu
yv = Traa0 (Aya w(aa )Bv )

=:Axya Bau
v ,

(12)
(13)

where repeated index a in operators at the superscript and the subscript
signify composition through a wire.
Then conditions (3) to (5) upgrade to (only the second condition is
affected)
W ≥0,
Tr W =1,
W =LV (W).

(14)
(15)
(16)

By introducing the wire operator, we normalized W to be a trace-one operator. We call W a process operator, representing the original process W .
Processes incorporate information about quantum correlations and quantum causal structures among local parties, and will be the central objects
we study in this paper. Ordinary trace-preserving quantum operations are
special cases of processes, as they assign probabilities to operations and
obey the three basic assumptions. The process framework is therefore a
generalization of ordinary quantum theory with definite causal structure.
Finally, note that inputting maximally entangled states in the canonical basis to the processes does not change the process operator. Up to
normalization, composing with the wire or the maximally entangled state
in the canonical basis is equivalent to a partial transpose at the system of
composition. Up to normalization, the operator obtained by inputting the
11

maximally entangled state is therefore equivalent to twice partial transposing the same system (composing with both the wire and the maximally
entangled state), which is equivalent to doing nothing. Since the resulting operator is normalized, the whole procedure simply yields the original
operator. An important implication is that any process operator can be obtained by inputting canonical maximally entangled states at all the inputs
of the original process map.

2.3

Normalization constraints

We are particularly interested in processes of the form Waa21bb21 with two local
parties A and B, where A has input system a1 and output system a2 , and
B has input system b1 and output system b2 13 . Recall (15) and (16) that
follow from the normalized probability assumption:
Tr W =1,
W =LV (W).

(17)
(18)

The first condition says that the process W is represented as a trace-one
operator, while the second imposes the non-trivial constraints [10]:
bW

=a2 b W,
a W =b2 a W,
W =a2 W +b2 W −a2 b2 W.

(19)
(20)
(21)

We specify some notational conventions to be used throughout the thesis. We already introduced the shorthand notation x W := ω x ⊗ Trx W with
ω the maximally mixed state. When no ambiguity arises, we sometimes
omit super- and subscripts of a process or a process operator (e.g., write
W), and sometimes do not distinguish super- and subscripts to write all systems as superscripts (e.g., write Wa1 a2 b1 b2 for Waa21bb21 ). We sometimes group
the input and the output of some local party together as a single letter (e.g.,
write a for a1 a2 ). Finally, the reduced operators of Wa1 a2 b1 b2 are denoted by
labelling the remaining subsystems (e.g., Wa = Trb Wab ).
13
The reason input systems appear as superscripts and output systems appear as
subscripts in the process Waa21bb22 is that inputs of local parties become outputs of the
process, and vice versa.
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Using these conventions, the above constraints imply that
Wa =Wa1 ⊗ ω a2 ,
b

b1

(22)

b2

W =W ⊗ ω ,

(23)

Wa2 b2 =ω a2 b2 ,
W

ab2

W

a2 b

(24)

a2

a1 b2

,

(25)

b2

a2 b 1

.

(26)

=ω ⊗ W

=ω ⊗ W

These conditions all have intuitive interpretations. The operator Wab
can be expanded in the Hilbert-Schmidt basis of the subsystems as
X
Wa1 a2 b1 b2 =
Wijkl σia1 σja2 σkb1 σlb2 , Wijkl ∈ R.
(27)
i,j,k,l

For example, for qubit systems the Pauli basis contains four elements σ0 =
11, and the Pauli operators σi , i = 1, 2, 3. For general systems, we always
take σ0 = 11.
The condition of normalized probability excludes components of certain
types. We refer to terms of the form σix ⊗ 11rest for i ≥ 1 as of type x,
σix ⊗ σjy ⊗ 11rest for i, j ≥ 1 as of type xy etc. It can be shown that type
a1 , b1 , a1 b1 , a1 b2 , a2 b1 , a1 a2 b1 , a1 b1 b2

(28)

terms are allowed, while type
a2 , b2 , a2 b2 , a1 a2 , b1 b2 , a1 a2 b2 , a2 b1 b2 , a1 a2 b1 b2

(29)

terms are not. One can heuristically interpret the constraints as allowing
and excluding certain types of correlations [6].
Allowed types:
• States: a1 , b1 , a1 b1
• Channels: a1 b2 , a2 b1
• Channels with memory: a1 a2 b1 , a1 b1 b2
Excluded types:
• Postselection: a2 , b2 , a2 b2
• Local loops: a1 a2 , b1 b2
13

• Channels with local loops: a1 a2 b2 , a2 b1 b2
• Global loops: a1 a2 b1 b2
Finally, for the process W to be represented by a trace-one density matrix, the coefficient W0000 for component 11a1 a2 b1 b2 must be 1/da1 a2 b1 b2 , as all
other components are traceless.

2.4

Purification postulate

The three basic assumptions of the process framework are quite general and
they allow a large family of processes. There remains the question whether
all of them are physical. One proposal is that physical processes should
further obey a “purification postulate”, which generalizes the fact for states
that all mixed states can be (mathematically) purified [17]14 . Apart from
fundamental considerations, process purification, like state purification, is
very useful in deriving technical results. To keep the theory general, we will
not impose this postulate at a fundamental level for the process framework.
However, we assume the postulate in Section 6 for the technical convenience
it offers in proving results.
Consider a two party process Waa21bb21pf extended to have a global past p
a a0

and a global future f . It can act on extended local operations Aa21 a20 and
1

b b0

Bb12b02 to create
1

a0 b0 f

a a0

b b0

1

1

Ga20 b20 p := Waa21bb21pf Aa21 a20 Bb12b02 .
1 1

(30)

The process W is said to be pure if for all unitaries A and B, G is a unitary.
It can be proved that [17]
Theorem 1. A process W is pure if and only if W equals the Choi state
for some unitary channel.
A two-party process Waa21bb21 with trivial p and f systems is purifiable if
it can be recovered from a pure process Waa21bb21pf by inputting the state |0i
in p and tracing out f , i.e., if
Waa21bb21 = Waa21bb21p |0ih0|p .

(31)

The purification postulate states that a process is physical only if it is
purifiable. We call Waa21bb21pf or Waa21bb21pf |0ih0|p the purification of Waa21bb21 . By
Theorem 1, the purifications have pure Choi states.
14

The purification postulate for general probabilistic theories is studied in [18].
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3

Models of indefinite causal structure

In this section, we present explicit two-party processes exhibiting superposition of causal relations. With fixed causal structure, two local parties
must be in one of the three causal relations: A % B, A - B, and A − B,
denoting A causally preceding B, A causally succeeding B and A causally
disconnected with B, respectively. With indefinite causal structure, there
%
are the possibilities of A %
- B, A %
− B, A − B, and A − B, denoting the
respective superpositions of two or three causal relations. In this section,
we give example processes of each kind. These serve as concrete examples
to gain intuition from, and are good to keep in mind in understanding the
general results in later sections. To prepare for the study of black hole information in Section 7, we also discuss communication capacity of relevant
processes in this section.
One useful overall strategy to realize superposition of different causal
structure we use several times in this section is to adjoin ancilla systems.
Given a set of processes {|wi ihwi |}
Pi describing different causal relations, we
can superpose them as |wi :=
i ai |ii ⊗ |wi i by introducing an ancilla
system. The process |wihw| then describes a coherent superposition of the
different causal relations. This method requires the original processes Wi =
|wi ihwi | to be described by pure vectors. To incorporate originally mixed
processes one can start with the purification of the original processes and
trace out the purifying systems in the end.
The examples we give in this section exhibit superposition of causal
relation in the operational sense. Operational causal relation is to be distinguished from spacetime causal relation. A % B in the operational sense
implies A % B in the spacetime sense, but not vice versa. Event A can
causally precede event B in spacetime without being able to influence B,
e.g., communication from A to B may be blocked by other objects. Conversely, A % B in the spacetime sense implies A % B in the operational
sense, but not vice versa. Processes are defined operationally with respect
to local parties where local operations can be applied. Therefore processes
naturally describe operational causal relations. Nevertheless when applying
the theory, as we do in later sections, we can choose processes whose spacetime causal relation coincides with the operational causal relation, and have
the processes describe quantum spacetime.
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Environment
b2
b2

B
a2 b1

B
b1

A
a1
Ψ

Figure 3: Heuristic illustration of the superposition of A % B and A − B.
Information from the initial state Ψ propagates through the region filled
with yellow color, while information from party A propagates through the
region filled with green color. Party B is in a superposition of being in the
causal future of A and of being out of the causal future of A. All information
not collected by A or B ends up collected by the environment system.

3.1

Superposition of A % B and A − B

The situation we consider is illustrated in Figure 3. We superpose two causal
relations, A causally disconnected with B where they share a bipartite state,
and A causally precede B where they share a channel.
There are previous works studying descriptions of the same superposition of causal relation. In [19], this is called “coherent mixture” of “causeeffect” and “common-cause” relations, while in [20], this is called “coherent superposition” of “direct-cause” and “common-cause” causal structures.
Below we present the processes constructed in these previous works with a
slight generalization to allow arbitrary probability amplitudes for the two
causal relations. In addition, we discuss quantum communication capacity
of the processes, which is not considered in the previous works.
3.1.1

Process with ancilla

The first strategy to implement the superposition is to introduce an ancilla
system, the general idea of which we discussed above. The process is given
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by
Waa21bb21 := Trce1 e2 |wihw| ,

(32)

where
|wi := α |0ic |Ψia1 b1 |Iia2 e1 |Iib2 e2 + β |1ic |Ψia1 e2 |Iia2 b1 |Iib2 e1 .

(33)

Here α and β are complex probability amplitudes such that |α|2 + |β|2 = 1.
|Iixy is the (normalized) Choi state of the identity channel. The systems
c, e1 , e2 are subsystems that altogether purify Waa21bb21 .
Comparing the systems and terms with Figure 3 gives some intuitions
about why the process takes this form. Systems e1 and e2 can be regarded
as subsystems of the environment the left and right arrows point to, respectively. The ancilla system c is not shown in the figure, but its basis states |0i
and |1i indicate the two different places of B in the figure. The Choi states
|Ii correspond to arrows in the figure representing information transmission
between systems. The whole process Waa21bb21 describes the superposition of
B at the two places shown in the figure. √
The special case with α = β = 1/ 2 is was constructed in [20] to
describe equal amplitude superposition of “direct-cause” and “commoncause” relations between A and B.
3.1.2

Process with partial swap

The second strategy to implement the superposition is to use a partial swap
unitary. This was used in [19] to construct an equal probability amplitude
superposition of a maximally entangled initial state and a noiseless channel.
Below, we generalize it to allow arbitrary probability amplitudes, plus noisy
initial states and channels. The main idea is to coherently mix the initial
state and the channel through the partial swap unitary.
Define the “partial swap” channel P (p) (0 ≤ p ≤ 1) on two subsystems
of equal dimension to correspond to the following partial swap unitary:
p
√
1 − p 11 + p i USW .
(34)
Here 11 is the identity operator and USW is the swap operator. Define
0

0

Waa21 b1 := Tre P (p)ba10 ea0 ρa1 a1 Naa22 ,
1 2

(35)

where a01 and a02 are copies of a1 and a2 , ρ is an initial state, and N is a
channel.
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The 11 part of P transmits a01 to b1 and a02 to the environment e, while
the i USW part of P does the opposite, sending a02 to b1 and a01 to e. The
whole setting puts 11 and i USW parts into a “coherent superposition”, such
that A and B partially share a channel from a2 to b1 , and partially share a
bipartite state on a1 and b1 . The output b2 of B is not correlated with a1 , a2
or b1 . Its information goes directly to the environment through a unitary
channel such that the reduced Choi state on b2 is maximally mixed. The
whole two-party process on a1 a2 b1 b2 is
Waa21bb21 = Waa21 b1 ⊗ Wb2 ,

(36)

where Wb2 = ω. This strategy superposes noisy states and channels directly,
in contrast to the ancilla system strategy which starts with pure resources.
3.1.3

Communication capacity

In this section we discuss classical and quantum communication capacities
for A %
− B processes. The crucial result for applications to quantum indefinite spacetime is that under reasonable assumptions two “almost causally
disconnected” parties can communicate both quantum and classical information, even for the tiniest probability amplitude of A % B. We use this
to argue in Section 7 that in quantum indefinite spacetime black holes do
not exist, and information can transmit out of regions classically considered
to be within black holes.
It is not hard to obtain a lower bound on the communication capacity for
aA%
− B process. If A conducts a trivial measurement to trace out system
a1 of the process, then the two parties share a channel from a2 to b1 (b2 is
not correlated with a2 or b1 so it is irrelevant). The classical and quantum
communication capacities are lower bounded by those of this channel.
We consider the case with noiseless initial state ρa1 b1 and noiseless channel Nab21 . The general case with noisy initial resources can be regarded as
arising from this case by dropping subsystems. We make the further simplifying assumption that ρa1 b1 is maximally entangled. This is reasonable in
the context of quantum black holes in the vacuum, which is what we want
to apply the results in this section for. The channel to be shared after A
performs the trivial measurement on a1 is unitarily equivalent to the depolarizing channel Dab12 parametrized by p, which is the A % B amplitude
squared:
D(ρ) = pρ + (1 − p)ω.
18

(37)

The classical channel capacity of the depolarizing channel is known to be
[21]:

p
p
p
p
+ (d − 1) log
,
(38)
log d + (1 − p + ) log 1 − p +
d
d
d
d
where d is the dimension of the system. Unitarily equivalent channels have
same capacities, so this is a lower bound to the classical capacity. It is
positive as long as the probability amplitude for A % B is positive. We
arrive at the profound implication that for initially causally disconnected
A and B, any tiny bit of causal fluctuation can induce positive classical
communication capacity.
Even further, the tiny causal fluctuation also induces quantum communication capacity. When the probability amplitude for A % B is small, A
can trace out a2 by sending in a maximally mixed state to a2 . A and B then
share a bipartite state on a1 b1 that is close to maximally entangled, from
which maximally entangled state can be distilled. In the quantum Shannon
setting A and B share many copies of the process, so they can use some to
communicate classical communication and some to distill maximal entanglement. Quantum teleportation is possible through this, so the quantum
communication capacity is positive.
To obtain the exact values of the classical and quantum capacities is a
more complicated task . For this thesis these lower bounds already suffice
for us to draw some definite conclusions on black holes in quantum indefinite
spacetime in Section 7.

3.2

Superposition of A % B, A - B and A − B

A superposition of the three causal relations illustrated in Figure 4 can be
realized using a qutrit ancilla. Define
|wi :=α |0ic |Ψia1 e2 |Iia2 b1 |Iib2 e1 + β |1ic |Ψia1 b1 |Iia2 e1 |Iib2 e2
+ γ |2ic |Ψie1 b1 |Iib2 a1 |Iia2 e2 .

(39)

Then Waa21bb21 := Trce1 e2 |wihw| is a process with the designated causal structure.

3.3

Superposition of A % B and A - B

Although we will not make further use of it in this thesis, we mention that
a superposition A % B and A - B can be realized using an ancilla qubit.
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Ψ
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Ψ

Figure 4: The three causal relations A % B, A − B and B ≺ A with
the same initial state Ψ. All information not collected by A or B ends up
collected by the environment.
Define
|wi :=α |0ic |Ψia1 |Iia2 b1 |Iib2 e1 + β |1ic |Ψib1 |Iib2 a1 |Iia2 e1 .

(40)

Then Waa21bb21 := Trce1 |wihw| is of the causal structure A %
- B. In the context
of quantum computational circuit processes with this causal structure have
been studied under the name of “quantum switch” and are shown to offer
advantages in certain information processing tasks [22, 23, 24, 25].

4

Entanglement measures

Expectations on entanglement to play an important role in quantum gravity
is high, as it is a quantum property that also connects to spacetime structure (for some examples exploiting this connection, see [26, 27, 28, 29, 30]).
Ordinarily, entanglement is a property of bipartite states. It is usually assumed that the two parties have fixed causal relation (causally disconnected
at spacelike separated regions) in order that they share a state. However, in
quantum gravity with the presence of indefinite causal structure the causal
relation between two parties is generically indefinite, and a state can be “superposed” with a transformation. There is a need to redefine entanglement
in quantum gravity. In this section, we propose a new axiom for entanglement measures in the process framework15 , and study some particular
15

The related question of how to define entropy in the causaloid framework for indefinite causal structure was studied in [31]. See [32] for an early proposal to define
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a2
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B

a1
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A1
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b1
φ

Figure 5: Left: The bipartite state LOCC paradigm assumes that two parties can freely communicate classically (signified by purple arrows in the left
picture). This implies that they can apply operations in extended periods
of time – the parties are not “localized” in time.
Right: To have non-trivial causal structure, local parties for processes are
“localized” in time (if they are “extended” in time to enable two-way classical communication, the causal structure is trivial). In the process LO
paradigm only local operations are free.
The LOCC paradigm can be reproduced in the process LO paradigm by endowing the processes with classical communication resources. For example,
12
setting Wa1 a2 a3 a4 b1 b2 = φa1 b11 ⊗ Cba22
⊗ Cab32
⊗ Iaa31
with classical channel C and
21
22
quantum identity channel I in the right picture reproduces the situation in
the left picture (a2 = a21 ⊗ a22 , b1 = b11 ⊗ b12 etc.).
measures.

4.1

Process entanglement measures

For general bipartite states (including mixed states) there is no unique entanglement measure, and the choice of measure depends on the operational
tasks of interest. It was proposed that all state entanglement measures
should obey the monotonicity axiom (entanglement measures cannot increase under local operation and classical communication (LOCC)) [33].
The naturalness of the monotonicity axiom relies on the LOCC paradigm,
entanglement for unitary channels.
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where local operations and classical communications are assumed to be free
resources. For processes designed to incorporate indefinite causal structure,
however, we propose that the suitable paradigm is instead the LO (local
operation) paradigm, where classical communications are not free. This is
for the simple reason that otherwise the local parties are always causally
related and the causal structure is trivial (Figure 5).
In the LO paradigm for processes, resource for classical communication
is to be carried by the process itself, and the communication is conducted
by the parties applying local operation at the input and output of the channel to encode and decode messages. One can view the process framework
with the LO paradigm as a fine-grained version of the LOCC paradigm
such that a party localized in space (such as A in the first picture of Figure 5) is dissected into several parties localized in spacetime (such as A1
and A2 in the second picture of Figure 5), and the encoding and decoding
local parties of each use of classical communications is recorded. In the
LOCC paradigm one distinguishes among classes of resources (C1 - class
of local operations, C2a - class of one-way forward LOCC, C2b - class of
one-way backward LOCC, C3 - class of two-way LOCC). These correspond
to endowing processes with different classical communication resources in
the LO paradigm.
Note that for processes each local party has an input and an output
system. Local operations of a party can apply a joint operation on the
input and the output systems. A party A with input a1 and output a2 is
a0 a
allowed to compose a channel Na02a12 with the process at a1 and a2 as a local
1
operation (applying a channel to a1 and inputting some state to a2 at the
same time is a special case). This differs from state local operations where
local operations on one system cannot be correlated with those on another
system.
We ask process entanglement measures to obey the following monotonicity under local operations axiom:
• Monotonicity under LO. Process entanglement measures do not
increase under local operations.
On states, this requirement reduces to the monotonicity under LOCC
axiom. Suppose in the bipartite state LOCC paradigm we are given a state
ρ and are free to apply some class (C1, C2a, C2b, C3) of classical communication. In process LO paradigm this translates into being given a process
W = ρ ⊗ R ⊗ N , where R is the corresponding classical communication resources and N is the quantum identity channels induced by breaking parties
22

with time extension into parties “localized” in time (e.g., I in the caption of
Figure 5). Consider an arbitrary operation O in the LOCC paradigm taking ρ to χ = O(ρ). Suppose E is a process entanglement measure, we show
that E(ρ) ≥ E(χ). We make the implicit assumption that in the process
LO paradigm, as far as entanglement measures are concerned, it is equivalent to applying no operation by applying the identity map inside local
parties to pass the initial state ρ through the induced identity channels N
and discarding the resource R (analogously, in the state LOCC paradigm
it is equivalent to applying nothing by applying the identity channels as local operation and discarding the classical communication resources). This
takes W to ρ, and we have E(W ) = E(ρ). Moreover, since O can always
be reproduced by some local operation O0 on W , we have χ = O0 (W ). By
the monotonicity axiom,
E(ρ) = E(W ) ≥ E(O0 (W )) = E(χ).

(41)

Since O is an arbitrary LOCC operation, E is monotonic under LOCC.
Since product processes of the form ⊗A WA (WA are processes that can be
created locally by parties A) can be created freely from local operations, any
process entanglement measure must reach its minimum value on them. As a
convention, we usually set this minimum value to be zero. When two parties
can freely communication classically (one-way is enough), any separable
state can be created from local operations. Hence process entanglement
measures are zero on separable states when at least one-way (it does not
matter which way) classical communication is free.

4.2

Coherent information for processes

In this section and next, we define coherent information for processes, and
consider two process entanglement measures arising from this definition.
Like for ordinary state entanglement measures, we are particularly interested in process entanglement measures with operational meanings. For
quantum gravity and spacetime considerations we are especially interested
in information communication, as this is the task that closely relates to
causal structure. The celebrated quantum channel capacity theorem [21]
says that the quantum channel capacity is given by the regularized coherent
information, suggesting that we study coherent information for processes.
Processes generalize states and channels. The nice feature of coherent
information with respect to processes is that it has been defined in a standard way for both bipartite states and channels. For a bipartite state ρab ,
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the coherent information with target system b is defined as
I b (ρab ) := S(ρb ) − S(ρab )
b

ab

=S −S .

(42)
(43)

ρb is the reduced state on system b, S(ρx ) is the von Neumann entropy
for ρx , and in the second line we introduced the shorthand notation that
S(ρx ) = S x . I b (ρab ) is the negative of the conditional entropy S a|b (ρab ) :=
S ab − S b , so I b (Aab ) can be positive, zero, or negative. For a pure state, the
coherent information coincides with the entanglement entropy. Intuitively,
the coherent information measures the quantum correlation of a bipartite
state.
The coherent information for a quantum channel Nab with target system
b is defined as
0

I b (Nab ) := sup I b (Nab ρaa ),

(44)

ρaa0

0

where the supremum is over input states ρaa with arbitrary auxiliary system
a016 . Operationally, it measures the maximal state coherent information of
the final state the input and output parties can share. Alice at a prepares
0
a state ρaa with arbitrary auxiliary system a0 and sends the a part of it to
0
Bob’s side through the channel such that they share Nab ρaa on a0 b in the
0
end. Alice is allowed to choose ρaa to maximize the coherent information of
the final state. Intuitively, the coherent information for a channel measures
its ability to set up quantum correlation.
A natural question is why is Bob not allowed to operate to optimize as
well. The answer is that any local operation Bob applies cannot increase
the coherent information of the final state (Theorem A.5). Therefore we
can equivalently define the coherent information for quantum channel Nab
with target system b as
I b (Nab ) := sup I b (LO(Nab )),

(45)

LO

where LO stands for local operations by Alice and Bob. Alice can input
part of a bipartite state to a, and Bob can apply a channel to b.
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An equivalent, more commonly seen definition is to take supremum only over pure
states (Theorem A.11).
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This motivates us to define a generalized notion of coherent information for processes. The coherent information of the process W with
target systems x and supplemental resource R is defined as
IRx (W ) := sup I x (OR (W )).

(46)

OR

The target systems x is a subset of all systems a1 , a2 , b1 , b2 , · · · of the local
parties A, B, · · · of W . The supplemental resource R enables optimizing
operations OR (W ) to maximize the final state coherent information (we
assume that the OR (W ) is turned into a state by inputting maximally
entangled states to all open input systems in the end). Usually R is taken
to be local operations of the local parties. More generally R can include
other resources such as classical communications.
As an example, the coherent information for a channel (45) can be recovered as a special case of the new definition if we take W = N , x = b and
R = LO.
In Appendix B we prove some elementary results about process coherent
information.

4.3

Coherent-information-based measures

In this section we present two process entanglement measures built out
of process coherent information. As the example of recovering channel
coherent information suggests, a very natural way is to take R to be local
operations for process coherent information:
x
ILO
(W ) = sup I x (LO(W )).

(47)

LO

The most general local operation a party A with systems a1 and a2 can
a0 a
apply to a process is a channel Na02a12 that extends to auxiliary systems a01
1
and a02 . For coherent information optimization we restrict local operations
0
to channels of the form Naa1a2 to ensure that the final process is a shared
0
a0 a
state. Na02a12 can be turned into the form Naa1a2 by inputting a bipartite
1
0 00
state ρa1 a1 to a01 .
The coherent information over local operation we just defined
is a process entanglement measure, as it trivially obeys the monotonicity
axiom. As setting R to be local operations is so natural, we take this to be
the “canonical” coherent information for processes, omit the subscript LO
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and call it “the coherent information for the process W ” when no ambiguity
arises.
Many state entanglement measures such as distillable entanglement are
defined in the asymptotic limit. In the Shannon communication setting
capacities are defined in the asymptotic limit. The quantum channel capacity is given by the regularized coherent information calculated in the
asymptotic limit. It is then natural that we define a regularize measure
out of process coherent information. Given IRx (W ), denote the regularized
coherent information as
1 x
IR (W ⊗k ).
k→∞ k

IxR (W ) := lim

(48)

Then it is easy to see that IxLO (W ) obeys the monotonicity axiom. This
regularized coherent information over local operation is hence an
entanglement measure. When no ambiguity arises, we also call it the regularized coherent information, and write it as Ix (W ).
Note that I x (W ) without optimizing over local operation is not monotonic under local operation, and thus is not a process entanglement measure.
For example, I b (ρab ) for ρab = (1 − p)ω ab + pρab
+ is negative for small enough
p. As ρab can be annihilated by local operations and product states can be
b
(ρab ) ≥ I b (σ a ⊗ τ b ) = 0 for pure
created for free using local operations, ILO
a
b
states σ and τ . Therefore local operation can increase I x (W ).
Even though I x (W ) is not an entanglement measure it still usefully
x
provides a lower bound on ILO
(W ), IxLO (W ), and Ix (W ), which can be
hard to compute.

5

Entanglement in spacetime

Traditionally, entanglement is considered as a property of states but not
of channels. Both states and channels are special cases of processes, so
process entanglement applies to them, and more general quantum networks
and processes. The introduction of process entanglement measure generalize
the concept of entanglement to a large extent. We devote this section to
illustrate this point through examples.
We emphasize that although we defined generalized entanglement in the
process framework, the construction applies to theories without indefinite
causal structure, too. For example, the coherent-information-based measures defined through von Neumann entropy can be used in quantum field
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theory with classical spacetime. Given some differentiable manifold where a
state, transformation, or quantum network [12] lives, we are now allowed to
take entangling surfaces to be any codimension 1 surface that separates the
system into two parts – the surfaces are allowed to extend in a combination
of spacelike, timelike and null directions. This gives us a meaningful way
to talk about entanglement in time and more generally spacetime, rather
than just in space,17 and can be potentially useful in “non-conventional approaches” to quantum theory, quantum field theory and quantum gravity
such as boundary approaches (e.g. [36, 37, 38, 39, 40]).
For concreteness we focus on entanglement measured by coherent-informationbased measures in this section. For generality we also keep causal structure
definite.

5.1

Quantum channel

Consider a quantum channel with two input systems a, b and two output
systems c, d. Figure 6 illustrates different ways an “entangling surface”
separates the systems into two parts – let one party A have access to the
shaded region and another party B have access to the rest region. The
coherent-information-based measures can be calculated to yield measures
of entanglement with either A’s or B’s systems as the target.
Of particular interest are unitary channels, for which we can draw some
general conclusions to express the entanglement in terms of the sizes of the
systems. The first simplification of unitaries is that its Choi state is pure
and its von Neumann entropy vanishes. Consequently,
cd
cd
I A (Nab
) = S A − S abcd = S A = S B = I B (Nab
),

(49)

as for a pure state ρAB , S A = S B . In this case it does not make a difference
which party we set as the target – without loss of generality let it be A.
The second simplification of unitaries is that
Trab Nabcd = Trcd Nabcd = ω,
17

(50)

There have been works on timelike entanglement for massless fields [34, 35]. These
exploit the special property of massless field that the propagator is supported only on the
lightcone (due to violation of the strong Huygen’s principle, this only holds for a special
class of spacetimes), which allows one to quantize timelike separated oscillators analogously to spacelike separated ones. Our study of entanglement in time and spacetime,
on the other hand, does not rely on such special properties.
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Figure 6: Entanglements of a channel
where ω is the maximally mixed state on Hab or Hcd (these two spaces have
the same dimension because N is unitary). Therefore,
S(Nab ) = S(Ncd ) = log |ab| = log |cd|,

(51)

where |x| := dim Hx , and
S(Nx ) = log |x| for x = a, b, c, d.

(52)

Taking these into account, we have for case (a) in Figure 6,
cd
I A (Nab
) =S ab − S abcd = S ab = log |ab|.

(53)

cd
I A (Nab
) =S a − S abcd = S a = log |a|.

(54)

For case (b),

Case (c) is a bit more complicated.
cd
I A (Nab
) =S ac − S abcd = S ac .

(55)

Without further specification the value of S ac is undetermined. For examcd
ple, if Nab
= Hac ⊗ Gdb factors into two unitaries H and G, then S ac = 0. If
cd
instead Nab
= Had ⊗ Gcb factors into two unitaries H and G in another way,
ac
cd
then S = S(ω ac ) = log |ac|. Nevertheless, if Nab
is draw uniformly randomly from all unitaries and the “entangling surface” separate the channel
into two systems of equal size, i.e., |ac| = |bd|, then one can show that [41]
cd
I A (Nab
) > log |ac| − 1.
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Figure 7: Bipartition of a quantum network into spacetime regions.
The assumptions of Haar-randomized unitary and |ac| = |bd| ensure that
information from a is delocalized in the output of the unitary such that
accessing c cannot recover it. With these assumptions added to case (c), in
all three cases of Figure 6 the entanglement equals or approximately equals
the number of qubits in the target system. This implies that the increase
of coherent information through local operation and regularization in the
asymptotic limit is zero or negligible, so we conclude that the entanglement
is maximal or almost maximal for these cases of spacelike, spacetime and
timelike entangling separations.

5.2

Quantum network

To see how entanglement can be considered for spacetime regions and quantum networks, consider the example illustrated in Figure 7. This quantum
network is composed of many unitary channels drawn as boxes, and can
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be viewed as a toy model whose continuous limit is a quantum field theory
[16, 40]. It is assumed that the network is foliated according a global time
such that each horizontal set of channels act at the same time. We break
the network into two parts of the shaded and unshaded regions and ask
for the coherent information with subsystems inside the shaded region as
the target. The entangling surface is codimension 1 that is not a timelike,
spacelike or lightlike extended surface, but a combination of more than one
kind.
Since every box is a noiseless unitary, the whole network has a pure Choi
state. To calculate the coherent information of the bipartition, we only need
to trace out all the open subsystems of the unshaded region and calculate
the entropy of the reduced network. According to the global time foliation,
information in the output subsystems b3 b4 of B must flow to the global
future in the end and be traced out. Therefore in the reduced network on
subsystem b1 b2 we have the maximally mixed state ω b1 b2 , like case (a) of
the last section. Similarly on g3 g4 we have ω g3 g4 .
Similarly, information in a3 a4 of A must flow to the global future and be
traced out to yield a maximally mixed state. Whether or not information in
a1 originates from the global past, the reduced state on a2 is the maximally
mixed state, like in case (b) of the last section. The same conclusion holds
for c1 , f4 and h3 .
Information in d3 must also flow to the global future as there is no way
it gets to the shaded party. Similarly information in d1 must originate in
the global past. Hence like in case (c) of the last section, if D is a random
unitary and |d2 d4 | = |d1 d3 |, the reduced state on d2 d4 is approximately
maximally mixed. The same conclusion holds for e1 e3 under the same assumptions.
Altogether, we have that the reduced network of the shaded party is a
global maximally mixed state, and the coherent information, along with the
local-operation-optimized and asymptotically-regularized ones, is approximately maximal. In other words, this bipartition yields maximal entanglement.

6

Entanglement regularization

In this section, we identify causal fluctuation as a possible concrete mechanism that regularizes the otherwise divergent entanglement in quantum
field states.
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To identify the concrete mechanism that regularizes quantum field entanglement is an important long-standing question [42]. In various profound
proposals it is crucial that entanglement be regularized in the ultraviolet
(e.g., the proposals that Einstein’s equation can be derived from thermodynamics [28], and that black hole entropy is entanglement entropy [26, 27]).
It is widely believed that some quantum gravitational effect does the job,
but the exact mechanism remains unclear [43]. One might believe that the
mechanism will remain unclear until we find a satisfactory description of
the microscopic degrees of freedom of gravity at Planck scale. However,
we show below that combining quantum and general relativistic principles
already yields the regularization.
The main result is presented in Section 6.2. To build up some intuition of
why causal fluctuation regularizes entanglement, we prove the regularization
for the restricted case of superposing two causal relations in Section 6.1 first.
In this case, the regularization is a consequence of the no-cloning theorem
[44, 45]. To prove these results we assume the purification postulate (Section
2.4).
The proofs below deal with coherent-information-based entanglement
measures defined in the last section. We expect that the same mechanism
of causal fluctuation regularizes a much larger family of entanglement measures. We leave the study of more general proofs to the future, when the
general theory of process entanglement measures become more developed
and more process entanglement measures with clear operational meaning
are obtained.

6.1

Entanglement regularization for A %
−B

Observe from Figure 3 that when the two causal relations in superposition
have equal probability amplitudes (which is what to be expected when
causal fluctuation is maximal), the environment can simulate b1 . If B is in
the causal future of A, the environment gets the right half of the information
originating from the initial correlation Ψ. If B is causally disconnected with
A, the environment gets the information originating from the output of A
that B would otherwise receive.
We now translate these observations into mathematical conditions. Let
Waa21bb21 be a process describing A and B with maximal A %
− B causal fluc-
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tuation. The process must obey the following conditions:
Waa21bb21 = Waa21 b1 ⊗ Wb2 ,
Waa21bb21 e1 e2 = Waa21 b1 e1
Waa21 b1 = Waa21 e1 .

⊗

(57)
Wbe22

purifies

Waa21bb21 ,

where

Wbe22

is a channel, (58)
(59)

The first condition is enforced by the relation A %
− B, which requires B’s
output b2 not to be correlated with any of the three other systems. The
first condition implies that Waa21 b1 and Wb2 can be purified separately. The
second condition uses this fact and further asks Wbe22 to be a channel. This
is reasonable as information from B’s output b2 must transmit completely
into the environment. The third condition implements maximal causal
fluctuation, such that B and the environment share correlation with A in
the same way.
Heuristically we can already expect the result of entanglement regularization from no-cloning. As B and the environment share correlation with
A in the same way, if A could quantum communicate to B, the same information would be available to the environment. However, this duplicated
communication of quantum information would violate the no-cloning theorem, so A’s correlation with B must be damped to kill off the possibility of
quantum communication.
Formally, we have:
Theorem 2. For Waa21bb21 obeying (57) to (59),
b1 b2
ILO
(Waa21bb21 ) = 0.

(60)

It is not hard to see that without local operations I b1 b2 (Waa21bb21 ) = 0. The
key observation is that for an arbitrary state ρab purified by ρabe , I b (ρab ) =
−I e (ρae ) (Theorem A.7). By (57), I b1 b2 (Waa21bb21 ) = I b1 (Waa21 b1 ), which equals
−I e1 (Waa21 e1 ) by the above observation. On the other hand, by (59) this
in turn equals −I b1 (Waa21 b1 ). Therefore I b1 (Waa21 b1 ) = −I b1 (Waa21 b1 ), which
implies I b1 (Waa21 b1 ) = I b1 b2 (Waa21bb21 ) = 0.
The crucial part of the proof below is that local operation of B can be
avoided by exploiting (58). This allows us to finish the proof through a
similar reasoning as above.
0

0

Proof. Let Maa12 a and Nbb12 b be arbitrary local operations conducted by A
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and B. By (58),
0 0

0

0

ω a b :=Maa12 a Nbb12 b Waa21bb21

(61)

0
0
=Maa12 a Nbb12 b Waa21 b1 ⊗ Tre2 Wbe22
0
0
=(Tre2 Wbe22 Nbb12 b )(Maa12 a Waa21 b1 ).

(62)
(63)
0

0

This is a channel Tbb1 in the first bracket applied to a state ω a b1 in the second
bracket. We can then apply the data-processing inequality of coherent
information (Theorem A.5) to obtain an upper bound:
0

0 0

0

0

0

I b (ω a b ) :=I b (Tbb1 ω a b1 )
≤I b1 (ω

a0 b

1

(64)

).

0

(65)
0

Let Maa12 a e3 be an isometric extension of Maa12 a . Since Waa21 b1 e1 is pure,
0
0
0
0
ω a b1 e1 e3 = Maa12 a e3 Waa21 b1 e1 is a purification of ω a b1 = Maa12 a Waa21 b1 . Hence
0

0

I b1 (ω a b1 ) = − I e1 e3 (ω a e1 e3 )
≤ − I e1 (ω

a0 e1

(66)

).

(67)

The first line uses Theorem A.7. The second uses Theorem A.5 where the
post-processing channel traces out e3 . On the other hand, by (59),
0

0

I b1 (ω a b1 ) = I e1 (ω a e1 ).
0

0

0

(68)
0

Therefore I b1 (ω a b1 ) = I e1 (ω a e1 ) ≤ −I e1 (ω a e1 ). It must be that I b1 (ω a b1 ) =
0
0 0
0. By (65), this implies that I b (ω a b ) ≤ 0. Since we took arbitrary local
0 0
b1 b2
operations M and N to define ω a b , the optimized value ILO
(Waa21bb21 ) ≤ 0.
We also know that the value is non-negative (Corollary B.1.1), so it is 0.
1 b2
The same proof applies to the regularized coherent information IbLO
(Waa21bb21 ).

˜

In this case consider W̃aa˜˜1bb˜1 = (Waa21bb21 )⊗n , where the tilde systems are prod2 2

ucts of the individual systems. One can check that W̃ obeys (57) to (59) for
the tilde systems. The same proof works with local operations now applied
to the tilde systems. Since n is arbitrary, we have:
Theorem 3. For Waa21bb21 obeying (57) and (59), the regularized coherent
information with supplemental resource of local operation vanishes:
1 b2
IbLO
(Waa21bb21 ) = 0.
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(69)

Based on the result that maximal causal fluctuation makes the entanglement vanish and the continuity of coherent information (Theorem A.13),
we can further argue that non-maximal causal fluctuation reduces entanglement for maximally entangled state.
Consider Waa21 b1 describing a maximally entangled state without causal
fluctuation, i.e., Waa21bb21 = ρa+1 b1 ⊗ ω a2 b2 . Tracing out a2 and b2 by local
b
operations, we see that ILO
(W ab ) = log dim Hb1 , the maximal value any
a1 b1
%
A %
− B process can have (A − B processes are of the form Wa2 b2 =
Waa21 b1 ⊗ Wb2 , so I b (W ab ) = I b1 (W ab1 ) ≤ log dim Hb1 ).
We turn on causal fluctuation continuously such that in the end there is
maximal causal fluctuation. Because coherent information is a continuous
function of the process operator (Theorem A.13), its value varies continuously from the maximal log dim Hb1 to zero. In the intermediate stages
with non-maximal causal fluctuation, the coherent information is reduced
from the maximal value.

6.2

Entanglement regularization for three causal relations in superposition

Without causal fluctuation, entanglement diverges because regions closer
to the entangling surface contributes significantly more than regions farther
away, and as the entangling surface is approached the contribution grows
without a bound [46]. The reasoning of the results below is that as the
regions approach each other too closely around the Planck scale, causal
fluctuation sets in to reduce the entanglement contribution, such that it is
no longer unbounded and hence regularizes the divergence.
Technically, we want to show that coherent information is reduced to
- B. This is the content of
zero for large causal fluctuation of the form A %
−
Theorem 4 (without optimization over local operation) below. The relevant
mathematical conditions the process is expected to obey are written in the
statement of the theorem. The first condition is that Waa21bb21 is symmetric
in A and B. This is expected as the strongest causal fluctuation should
wash out any initial asymmetry in the causal relation of A and B. The
second condition says there is a subsystem e1 of the environment such that
S(W b1 ) ≤ S(W e1 ) and S(Wba21 ) ≥ S(W b1 e1 ). Loosely speaking, these require
that e1 is a not too small (such that S(W b1 ) ≤ S(W e1 )) subsystem that
is correlated with b1 at least as strongly as a1 is correlated with b2 (such
that S(Wba21 ) ≥ S(W b1 e1 )). To interpret the second condition we used the
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intuition that the more two systems are correlated the more pure their
reduced process is, e.g., a noiseless channel is purer than a noisy channel in
terms of process operators.
To understanding why these hold for a process describing large A %
−
B causal fluctuation, it is helpful to gather some intuition from Figure
4. From Figure 4 we see that a1 is correlated with b2 only in the right
picture through a channel, whereas b1 is correlated with the environment
through Ψ in both the middle and the right picture. For cases of interest
for entanglement regularization, Ψ is usually close to maximally entangled,
so it can be expected that the correlation between some environmental
subsystem e1 and b1 through Ψ is not weaker than that between a1 and b2 .
It can also be expected that the size of e1 is at least about the same as
b1 , the one it is close to maximally correlated with. Therefore the second
condition is reasonable.
We have:
Theorem 4. Let Waa21bb21 be a two-party process with purification Waa21bb21 e .
Suppose Waa21bb21 is symmetric in A and B. Suppose further that e has a
subsystem e1 such that S b1 ≤ S e1 , S a1 b2 ≥ S b1 e1 . Then
I b1 b2 (Waa21bb21 ) ≤ 0.

(70)

Proof.
I b1 b2 (Waa21bb21 ) =S b − S ab

(71)

=S b − (S ab2 + S ab − S ab2 )

(72)

=S b − (S ab2 + S e − S b1 e )
b

a1 b2

b

b1 e1

{normalization} =S − (S
{S

a1 b2

≥S

b1 e1

} ≤S − (S

(73)

+S

a2

e

+S −S

b1 e

+S

a2

e

b1 e

+S −S

)

(74)

)

(75)

{normalization} =(S b1 + S b2 ) − (S b1 e1 + S a2 + S e − S b1 e )
{S

a2

{S

b1

(76)

b2

b1

b1 e1

e

+S −S

b1 e

)

(77)

e1

e1

b1 e1

e

b1 e

)

(78)

= S } =S − (S
≤ S } ≤S − (S

+S −S

=S e1 − S b1 e1 − S e1 ē + S b1 e1 ē
{Strong subadd.} ≤0.

(79)
(80)

The justifications for the non-trivial steps are written in the curly braces.
The third line uses the fact that S(Aa ) = S(Ab ) for pure Aab . The normalization constraints of Section 2.3 imply that W ab2 = W a2 ⊗ W a1 b2 and
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W b = W b1 ⊗ W b2 , from which the fourth and sixth lines follow. The condition S a2 = S b2 used in the seventh line follows from the assumption that
W is symmetric in A and B. The second to last line writes e = e1 ē to
make it clear how strong-subadditivity (Theorem A.6) is applied in the last
line.
This theorem makes it clear that causal fluctuation reduces coherent
information. It would be better to prove the result for local-operationoptimized coherent information. However, at this stage we can only formulate it as a conjecture.
b1 b2
Conjecture 1. Under the same assumptions, ILO
(Waa21bb21 ) ≤ 0.

This conjecture, if true, implies that the regularized coherent informa1 b2
tion is also regularized, i.e., IbLO
(Waa21bb21 ) ≤ 0 under the same conditions.
By the continuity of coherent information (Theorem A.13), if we start with
a maximally entangled state and continuously turn on causal fluctuation
the coherent information would vary continuously from log dim Hb1 to zero.

7

Black holes

In this section we study how quantum indefinite spacetime modifies our
understanding of black holes. Based on the result that causal fluctuation
induces positive communication capacity (Section 3.1), we argue that quantum black holes do not exist in quantum indefinite spacetime and, to the
contrary of what results in classical spacetime suggest [47, 48], information
will not be lost in the presence of collapsing matter.
More than 20 years ago Don Page already made the following comment
in his review article of the information problem [49]:
... I think it more likely that the quantum uncertainty applied
to the causal structure of the spacetime makes it impossible to
define exactly an absolute horizon. The information might be
taken out of the matter near what is interpreted classically as
r = 0 and yet not be, with 100% quantum probability, within
any putative absolute horizon.
There have been recent works with more detailed analysis along similar
lines of reasoning to argue that information can escape when the horizon is
treated as a quantum system (e.g. [50]).
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Our analysis is similar in that we introduce quantum fluctuation of
causal structure. The difference is that we do not presume any classical spacetime background, but set the analysis in the context of quantum
spacetime. Instead of treating the horizon as a quantum state over a classical spacetime background, we study, in an operational manner, local parties
in quantum spacetime. Significant convenience is offered by the the quantum information theory flavored process framework such that we can study
information communication capacity with ease.
It would be ideal to also calculate the black hole radiation spectrum
in quantum indefinite spacetime, but this needs the development of fieldtheoretic tools which we currently do not have. Nevertheless we have some
ideas of how to perform the field-theoretic analysis and argue towards the
end of this section that the spectrum will differ from thermal to support
our position that information can escape black holes.

7.1

Do black holes exist?

In classical GR black holes are specified mathematically through the notion
of causal curve [51]. A future directed causal curve in spacetime (M, gab ) is
a differentiable curve whose tangent at each point is future directed timelike
or null. A spacetime (M, gab )18 is said to contain a black hole if M is not
contained in J − (I + ) (the causal past J − of future null infinity I + ). The
black hole region B of this spacetime is B := M − J − (I + ), i.e., the part of
the spacetime that is not connected to the future null infinity through causal
curves. The notion of causal curve lies at the basis of these definitions as
the causal past of a subset of M is defined through connectedness of causal
curves. In quantum indefinite spacetime we do not presume the existence
of a differentiable manifold. The notion of causal curve loses meaning, and
we need to find a new way to define quantum black holes.
We propose to define black hole through information transmission capability. In classical spacetime, two regions are connected by causal curves
if and only if information can be transmitted from one region to the other.
18

The spacetime is required to be strongly asymptotically predictable. This requires
that (1) the spacetime is asymptotically flat such that after a conformal transformation
spatial and null infinities can be represented as the boundaries of the original spacetime
in an extended spacetime and (2) in the extended spacetime (M̃ , g˜ab ) there is an open
region Ṽ ⊂ M̃ with M ∩ J − (I + ) ⊂ Ṽ such that (Ṽ , g˜ab ) is globally hyperbolic. The
first condition makes it meaningful to talk about future infinity, while the second ensures
that J − (I + ) is well-behaved.
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Quantum indefinite spacetime with the process framework formulation is
naturally suited to describe information transmission, as information transmission capacity can be inferred from the processes themselves, even in the
absence of any differentiable manifold.
Set a local party F in quantum indefinite spacetime to play the role null
future infinity plays in defining black holes in classical spacetime. In classical spacetime, null infinity is defined for asymptotically flat spacetimes,
which represent isolated systems [51]. In this idealistic case black holes are
isolated from any gravitationally non-trivial object in the rest of the spacetime such that sufficiently away from the black holes spacetime becomes
asymptotically flat. Realistically, matter live around black holes if we move
away far enough, and the asymptotically flat spacetime is to be viewed as
modelling a subregion of the whole spacetime supporting the black hole
where the presence of other matter is not felt. Null infinity should be understood to live on the boundary of the asymptotically flat subregion, so
in the realistic case it should not really be regarded as living at “infinity”,
but rather it represents the border of the black hole region. The function
of future null infinity in defining classical black holes is that events causally
preceding future null infinity also causally precede some events outside the
subregion supporting the black hole. In quantum indefinite spacetime we
set local party F accordingly to live at the border of this subregion. It serves
the same function such that local parties that can communicate information
to F can also communicate information to some local parties outside this
subregion.
Without getting into the complications of global hyperbolicity, we loosely
define a local party A in quantum indefinite spacetime to be inside a quantum black hole if A cannot transmit information to F . The quantum
black hole region of a quantum indefinite spacetime consists the union of
all local parties inside quantum black holes.
In quantum theory there is some ambiguity in saying that A can transmit
information to F , as this can mean at least three different things. The weakest notion of information transmission is signalling, i.e., by choosing local
operations A can affect the probability of classical outcomes in F . Stronger
notions are to have positive classical and quantum Shannon (defined in the
asymptotic limit) communication capacities.19 Positive quantum capacity
19

Among the three definitions, signalling has the potential advantage of having greater
generality to make sense in more theories beyond quantum theory such as general probabilistic theories. The definition through classical capacity makes sense in both quantum
theory and classical probabilistic theory, while that through quantum capacity has the
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implies positive classical capacity, which in turn implies signalling.
We showed in Section 3.1.3 that due to causal fluctuations, A and F
have positive quantum communication capacity. Therefore even under the
strongest notion of information transmission, regions whose classical limit
falls within the classical black hole region are causally connected to future
infinity. Classical black holes do not upgrade into quantum black holes.
Rather, quantum indefinite spacetime enables information transfer when
we “quantize” a classical black hole.
In the following, we use the term “black holes” in the context of quantum
indefinite spacetime to denote regions that correspond to classical black
holes in the classical limit when one invokes the correspondence principle.
These are only “approximate” black holes because information can transmit
out of the region.

7.2

Entropy of black holes

We develop the connection between entanglement entropy and black hole
entropy [26, 27] made in the context of quantum field theory in curved
spacetime (QFTC) and propose a new version in the context of quantum
indefinite spacetime. With indefinite causal structure the entropy of entanglement used in QFTC is no longer a good measure of entanglement.
Instead, the measure that connects to the entropy of the black hole should
be a process entanglement measure, possibly coherent-information-based.
This new understanding supports a black hole thermodynamics argument
that information is not lost in the presence of quantum black holes.
In QFTC, the argument that entanglement entropy contributes to black
hole entropy proceeds as follows. Suppose one wants to consider entropy for
the black hole at a certain time t. It is assumed that the classical spacetime
has a spacelike hypersurface Σt at time t and the event horizon of the
black hole separates Σt into two regions. The state |Ψiin,out (assumed to be
pure) of some quantum field lives on Σt as a bipartite state with one party
inside and the other outside the horizon. The portion of the state inside
the black hole is traced out to obtain ρout , and its entanglement entropy
S(ρout ) = − Tr ρout log ρout is proposed to contribute to the BekensteinHawking entropy of the black hole. A main support for this proposal is
that the entanglement entropy scales is proportional to the area of the
horizon, just like Bekenstein-Hawking entropy.
greatest limitation.
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We remark that the above proposal assumes a UV cutoff at the Planck
scale to get the right order of magnitude for the entanglement entropy.
The precise mechanism of the cutoff is unspecified in the original proposals
[26, 27]. The result in Section 6 in this thesis is one candidate for the
regularization mechanism.
There have been further attempts to argue that entanglement not only
contributes to black hole entropy, but the entire black hole entropy is entanglement entropy. This proposal faces the “species problem”, that the
total amount of entanglement entropy depend on the number of species of
quantum fields, as the black hole entropy does not seem to. One way to address this problem is to show that black hole entropy actually also depends
on the number of species by taking into account the effects of the quantum fields on gravity renormalization [52]. It was argued that in canonical
quantum gravity matter fields and fluctuations of the gravitational field
renormalize Newton’s constant such that the resulting black hole entropy
diverges quadratically in the same way as the entanglement entropy [53].
Once the the black hole entropy is written in terms of the renormalized
Newton’s constant, it matches the entanglement entropy of all species of
matter fields, if gravity is induced by matter fields [54].
The connection between entanglement and black hole entropy and the
possibility that black hole entropy is entanglement entropy are appealing.
We want to extend these ideas from classical to quantum spacetime. The
first problem we face is with indefinite causal structure the two parties
sharing a process do not live within any spacelike hypersurfaces Σt . We
need to specify the two parties differently.
In QFTC, the state is shared by the input systems of the two parties, and
the output systems are irrelevant. In quantum indefinite spacetime both the
input and the output systems are relevant due to causal fluctuations. Let
A be the party of the (approximate) black hole (Figure 8 (1)). The output
system a2 can be separated into two subsystems, a02 with causal fluctuation
towards outside the black hole, and a002 without. The process pertaining to
a1 , a02 , a002 is of the form
Waa01bb21 ⊗ Wax002 ,
2

(81)

where b1 and b2 are the input and output systems of party B outside of
the black hole, and x is some system correlated with a002 . While we cannot
disregard a02 since it is coherently correlated with a1 , we can disregard a002
because it is not correlated with a1 .
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Figure 8: The black hole setting. A is the inside party and B is the outside
party. In (1) B is “adjacent” to A, while in (2) B is promoted to future
infinity.
In principle the output b2 of B also separates into two subsystems correlated and not correlated with A, but we keep b2 integrated for reasons that
will be clear below. The system b1 is clumsy, as it can contain subsystems
at widely separated regions. This is because b1 correlates with both a1 and
a02 . The part of b1 correlated with a02 may be distant in time from the part
of b1 correlated with a1 .
These complications can be avoided if we take party B to be the “future
infinity” F . In the old QFTC setting, one can evolve the b1 part of the
bipartite state ρa1 b1 unitarily forwards to the future without affecting the
entanglement entropy. We want to do something similar in the quantum
indefinite spacetime setting. Assume that all the information of b1 unitarily evolves to future infinity.20 Then we can promote B to future infinity
(Figure 8 (2)). Since future infinity is far to the future of A, we can assume
that there is no causal fluctuation from the output b2 towards A. Then we
can dispense with b2 because we are only interested in correlations between
A and B. The process simplifies from Waa01bb21 to Waa01 b1 , which is of the kind
2
2
considered in Section 3.1.
Having fixed the two parties and the process Waa01 b1 , we propose that
2

some entanglement measure on Waa01 b1 such as I b1 (Waa01 b1 ) or Ib1 (Waa01 b1 ) gives
2

2

20

2

This assumption holds for the case where all information that is outside but correlated with the black hole stays outside. We will argue below that even if such information
falls into the black hole, it will eventually come out and reach future infinity.
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A

B

Figure 9: Information transmission from black hole singularity
the entropy of the black hole at the stage specified by A. To probe the entropy of the black hole at different stages during its evolution, we specify
A at different regions. When there is no causal fluctuation, Waa01 b1 reduces
2
to W a1 b1 and the entropy reduces to I b1 (W a1 b1 ), which is the ordinary entanglement entropy when W a1 b1 is a pure bipartite state.
This interpretation of black hole entropy fits nicely with black hole thermodynamics considerations and supports an argument that information is
not lost from the presence of quantum black holes. Thermodynamically,
quantum fluctuation can cause the entropy of a system to decrease. In
the case of black holes in quantum indefinite spacetime quantum causal
fluctuations cause the black hole entropy to decrease (Section 6.1). Such
fluctuation induces positive communication capacity from the black hole to
the outside (Section 3.1.3), so information accompanies energy to escape
the black hole in this way. In the next section we fill in some details of this
general argument.

7.3

Information transmission through evaporation21

That quantum causal fluctuation allows information even at black hole singularity to travel out can be seen from a simple argument due to Rovelli
21

Here by evaporation we mean any mechanism that reduces energy within the black
hole, not necessarily Hawking radiation.
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[55]: The situation is illustrated in Figure 9. Consider any event B outside a Schwartzchild black hole after its formation (B is outside the shaded
region). There is a null curve connecting this event to some event at the
singularity. Then there must be another event A at the singularity that
is below one Planck distance spacelike separated from B. Allowing causal
fluctuation at the Planck scale will lead to the possibility that information
at A transmits to B. Therefore we expect information to transmit out
through causal fluctuation not only from inside the black hole “close” to
the event horizon, but also from around the singularity.
The above observation may appear counter-intuitive, because in Figure
9 A and B are not “close” to each other. It is true that they are close
according to the intuition of Euclidean distance, but as far as causal fluctuation is concerned Lorentzian distance is the one to measure closeness.
Lightlike separation is the critical causal relation that will become spacelike separation or timelike separation upon small perturbations of causal
structure. It is then reasonable that two close to lightlike separated events
are the easiest for quantum causal fluctuation to put into a superposition
of different causal relations. Yet the Lorentzian proper distance is precisely
zero for lightlike separated events. Hence the observation in the previous
paragraph is in fact very natural if one uses intuitions from the Lorentzian
proper distance.
Section 3.1.3 shows that causal fluctuation induces positive quantum
communication capacity for the A %
− B processes. This means that if A
and B conduct some particular operations they can communicate quantum
information. In the context of black hole this suggests that if some agent
falls into a black hole he or she can act like A to communicate to the “future infinity” party B by conducting the particular operations. However,
the black hole information paradox is about whether the spontaneous evaporation of black hole carries information out. Do nature’s local operations
transmit information out? We present a toy model based on Section 3.1.2
to study this question.
Suppose the inside party A and the outside party B share a A %
− B
a1 b1
process Wa2 of the form (35):
0

0

Waa21 b1 := Tre P (p)ba10 ea0 ρa1 a1 Naa22 ,
1 2

(82)

where ρ is the initial state that would be shared by the two parties if no
causal fluctuation happens, and N is taken as identity channel for simplicity.
p parametrizes the extent of the causal fluctuation. Within the black hole
nature performs a unitary evolution Uaa12 as the local action of A.
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In the extreme case where p = 0, A and B share ρa1 b1 ⊗ω a2 . Information
of a2 travels through the identity channel N directly to the environmental
system e and stays inside the black hole, because in this case a2 actually
has no causal fluctuation towards the outside. After nature performs the
unitary Uaa12 within the black hole, the resulting state shared by e inside and
b1 outside is
σ b1 e = Uaa12 Nae2 ⊗ ρa1 b1 = Uae1 ρa1 b1 ,

(83)

which is unitarily equivalent to the initial state ρ. In the end, the dimensions
of the inside and outside systems stay the same.
In the other extreme case where p = 1, A and B share Nab21 ⊗ ρa1 , where
a1
ρ is the reduction of the initial bipartite state to a1 , with its purifying
system e lying entirely outside of the black hole but not accessible to B.
There is an identity channel connecting a2 to b1 . After nature performs the
unitary evolution Uaa12 within the black hole, outside the black hole b1 and
e share
σ b1 e = Uaa12 Nab21 ⊗ ρa1 e = Uab11 ρa1 e ,

(84)

which is unitarily equivalent to the initial state. The information of the
initial state is completely outside of the black hole and the inside system
has dimension zero now. This extreme case corresponds to a complete
evaporation of the black hole that carries out all information of the black
hole.
In the previous extreme cases, the purifying system e is localized either
within or outside the black hole, while the inside system size ends up as
either the same as a1 or as zero. Intermediate cases with 0 < p < 1 should
interpolate between the two extremes such that system e becomes delocalized and the final inside system size varies from that of a1 to zero as p is
varied from 0 to 1. In the previous cases we analyzed the size of the final
inside system using the purifying system e. The subtlety in these intermediate cases is that e now contains information of the initial state and of A’s
output in a coherent superposition, and one cannot find any subsystem of
A that is either localized inside or outside the black hole. Therefore it is
not possible to assign any definite system size to the final inside system.
What one could do, instead, is to
√ assign an effective size according to the
√
probability amplitudes p and 1 − p of A causally preceding B and A
causally disconnected with B. Given a process (82) with some p, assign the
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W2
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b1
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Figure 10: Heuristic illustration of information transmission with black
hole evaporation. The width of the yellow region measures the effective
dimension of the inside system, while that of the complementary green
region measures the the effective dimension of the outside system. Causal
fluctuations of the form W1 , W2 ... reduces the yellow region.
effective dimension
din = (1 − p)da1

(85)

to the final inside system, where da1 is the dimension of system a1 . This
effective dimension interpolates between the extreme cases of p = 0 with
din = da1 and p = 1 with din = 0. It captures the intuitive expectation that
the larger the causal fluctuation is (the larger p is), the smaller the size of
the final inside system is.
The analysis of the toy model offered us an effective dimension of the
final inside system. A realistic evaporation is an accumulative effect of
many radiation events. In the classical spacetime picture the size of the
inside system gradually decreases until it reaches zero in the end. In the
quantum spacetime picture we face the same problem as in the toy model
in assigning a definite system size to some system that involves coherent
superposition of inside and outside information. We could similarly use
the effective dimension as a temporary tool to gain some understanding of
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the general picture before a more suitable model is invented. The general
picture we have about black hole evaporation is illustrated in Figure 10 Each
radiation event arises from a causal fluctuation event, which is achieved
through a unitary taking information from a2 and the system correlated
with a1 through the initial state, similar to the unitary swap in 82. One
subsystem of the output of the unitary belongs to the outside party B,
while the other subsystem is the delocalised purifying environmental system.
According to the magnitude of the causal fluctuation, an effective dimension
is assigned to the inside final system. Each radiation event decreases the
effective dimension of the inside system by a positive number, till in the end
it reaches zero, which signify complete evaporation. As the whole process is
globally unitary, information is transmitted completely outside of the black
hole in the end.
Before closing the study of black hole information, we briefly discuss the
problem from the perspective of the radiation spectrum. One argument for
information loss through Hawking radiation is that the spectrum is thermal. We offer some speculations on why causal fluctuation should modify
the radiation spectrum away from thermality. In a field-theoretic analysis incorporating indefinite causal structure, the two-party process should
play the role of the correlation function.22 The entanglement regularization mechanism of Section 6 very likely also regularizes the correlation.
It has been claimed using Unruh-DeWitt detector model that ultraviolet
regularization of the correlation function can drastically change the spectrum of Unruh effect23 [57]. This suggests that causal fluctuation modifies
the Unruh spectrum and, by the equivalence principle intuition, the Hawking spectrum. This argument cannot be taken seriously until a concrete
field-theoretic analysis is conducted, but we find it encouraging that the
thermodynamic analysis and the information-theoretic analysis of the previous sections, along with the preliminary spectrum argument here appear
to converge to indicate that information is not lost.
22

In Section 9.2.1 we give some more detailed outlook on how to do field-theoretic
analysis incorporating indefinite causal structure.
23
We note that this conclusion is sensitive to the particular form of the regularization
[56].
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8

Cosmology

It has been argued that current observational evidences for dark energy
all come from distance measurements with respect to redshift [58]. The
supernovae evidence can be viewed as a measurement of their luminosity
distance DL (z) parametrized the redshift z. The baryon acoustic oscillation
(BAO) evidence and the cosmic microwave background (CMB) anisotropy
evidences can be viewed as effects on the angular diameter distance DA (z),
which relates to the luminosity distance by
DA = DL /(1 + z)2 .

(86)

One can challenge these as evidences for a form of energy to be present
in our universe, because some travelling-distance-modifying mechanism can
possibly give rise the same results, even without adding extra energy density
to the universe.
In this section we propose such a mechanism. The key observation is
that the entanglement regularization from causal fluctuation in Section 6 is
stochastic, and entanglement can vary from region to region (to be explained
below). In emergent spacetime pictures the amount of entanglement can
affect distance. With a varying regularization distance can fluctuates from
region to region, which in turn modifies the total distance a photon travels.
The modification of travelling distance is of the kind that accounts for
the qualitative features of the above mentioned observational “evidences”
for dark energy. However, at this stage the idea is still highly speculative,
since we have not performed any quantitative analysis, which we hope to
conduct in future works. Our goal in the following is simply to convey the
idea at a qualitative level.

8.1

Postulates

We start by postulating that the length scale in emergent spacetime is given
by entanglement:
• The spacetime area of an entangling surface in vacuum is proportional
to the entanglement in that area.
• The entanglement fluctuates among different regions of spacetime.
To be general, we formulated the postulates independently of the process
framework and causal fluctuations, as these postulates may hold for emergent spacetime proposals motivated by other considerations.
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Entanglement

lP

l

Figure 11: Schematic drawing of entanglement contribution from two parties as their separation l is varied. The solid and dashed lines represent two
possible ways entanglement is regularized as l decreases to below the Planck
scale lP . The total entanglement is a sum of contributions at different l, so
in this case the entanglement in the dashed line case is slightly larger.
Of course, we are led to these ideas by studying quantum indefinite
spacetime. The motivation for the first postulate is to have a description
of spacetime that is independent of the differentiable manifold structure of
classical spacetime, which makes it hard to apply superposition principle
to gravity. The two pieces of information a classical spacetime contains are
the causal structure and the conformal factor [1, 2]. The processes account
for quantum causal structure, and we still need to recover the conformal
factor of scale. The first postulate proposes that the area scale emerges from
entanglement. This is inspired by the area scaling of vacuum entanglement
in quantum field theory [59].
The motivation for the second postulate is the regularization scheme of
Section 6. As a quantum phenomenon, the causal fluctuation around the
Planck scale does not take uniform form everywhere. There is a general
trend that causal fluctuation gets larger as two parties get closer, but the
detailed way processes approach the maximal causal fluctuation one differ
from region to region. Such slight difference can result in different values
of entanglement (Figure 11). This is the content of the second postulate.
In the next section we extract consequences of the postulates independently of the process framework. Since the postulates themselves are also
formulated beyond the process framework, the upcoming proposal is general. To see that the postulates can be motivated differently, we list some
examples. Related to the first postulate, Cao et al. made an interesting
proposal to recover spacetime length scale from entanglement without presuming any classical spacetime background or the holography [30]. There
the observation is that the strength of correlation between two parties A
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and B measured by I A:B can characterize their “distance”, and so can be
used to define a metric. The first postulate here differs in that the parties
are required to share an entangling surface, and what we recover is a scale
on the entangling surface, but not between the two parties. Related to the
second postulate, there are independent works that study fluctuating UV
cutoff on quantum fields [60, 61, 62]. Because of the connection between
UV regularization of entanglement and quantum field, similar fluctuating
cutoff on entanglement can be considered also from the perspective of these
works.

8.2

Modified travelling distance

We want to analyze an expanding universe without a cosmological constant
and show that the postulates in the previous section allow a photon to
travel a larger comoving distance in the same amount of time. To this end
we compare the cases with and without entanglement fluctuations.
Suppose a photon travels from comoving coordinate 0 at time t0 to
comoving coordinate n at tn . The time the photon reaches each integer
comoving coordinate i is denoted by ti . We ask how these times differ in
the cases with and without entanglement fluctuation.
Consider the case without entanglement fluctuation. Break each region
between two integer comoving coordinates i and i + 1 into a certain (large)
number of unit squares24 as shown in Figure 12. We ask that all squares,
taken as regions on some entangling surface, have the same amount of
entanglement, say√S̄. By the first postulate, this gives a length (physical
distance) of l = α S̄ for the sides of the squares, which the photon passes.
The universe can expand or contract such that the physical distance between
adjacent integer comoving coordinates increases or decreases. Therefore the
the number of squares between comoving coordinates i and i+1 is a function
of time. We denote it by N (ti ).
Now we turn on entanglement fluctuation. The amount of entanglement
in each square fluctuates, though the average value is still S̄. Between
comoving coordinates i and i + 1, the photon travels physical distance
N (t0i )

Li :=

X p
α Sj ,

(87)

j=1
24

We remark that there is no reliance on choosing square-shaped unit regions in the
argument. The important point is that the entanglement scales quadratically in length.
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Figure 12: Up: without entanglement fluctuation. Down: with entanglement fluctuation. x is the comoving coordinate.
where Sj is the entanglement in the j-th square between comoving coorP
dinates i and i + 1. When k is large enough, kj=1 Sj → k S̄. Note that
the argument of N is t0i with a prime, because the time the photon reaches
comoving coordinate i in this case differs from the case without fluctuation.
Generically, fluctuation in entanglement decreases the physical distance, as
for samplings such as Gaussian,
N
N
p
X
X
p
α S̄.
α Sj <

(88)

j=1

j=1

Now we can analyze the impact of entanglement fluctuation on the travelling distance in universes with specific evolution patterns. To start with,
consider the simple case of a universe that is neither expanding nor shrinking. Then N is a constant function in time. By the analysis above, between
each pair of comoving coordinates, the photon travels a shorter physical
distance in the fluctuation case. When N is taken to be large enough,
this physical distance tends to a constant times the physical distance the
photon would travel in the case without fluctuation. Entanglement fluctuation shrinks the physical distance a photon travels between any large
enough comoving interval by a constant factor. Because the physical speed
of a photon is fixed, fluctuation allows it to travel more comoving distance
within the same amount of time.
Now consider an expanding universe. Start with i = 0. By (87), the
photon travels a shorter physical distance to reach comoving coordinate 1
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in the fluctuation case, which implies that t01 < t1 , or ∆t00 := t01 − t00 =
β0 ∆t0 := t1 − t0 , where β0 < 1. This in turn implies that N (t01 ) < N (t1 )
as the universe is expanding. Therefore from comoving coordinate 1 to
2 the photon has to travel across fewer squares in the fluctuation case.
Combined with (87), this implies that β1 < 1 where β1 , ∆t01 , and ∆t1 are
defined similarly. By the same reasonings, βi < 1 for all i. Similar to the
above case, in the end the photon reaches comoving coordinate n earlier,
i.e., t0n < tn . If the photon in the fluctuating case is allowed to travel until
time tn , it will reach a comoving coordinate greater than n. The difference
from the above case is that due to the expansion of the universe, βi is not a
constant, and how much further the photon travels within in the fluctuating
case depends on the expansion history of the universe.
For supernovae, CMB, BAO observations the relevant quantity is the
comoving distance χ(a) the photon travels from emission at scale factor
a or redshift z := (1 − a)/a to the present, as the luminosity distance
and the angular diameter distance are expressed in terms of χ(a). In both
cases with and without fluctuation, the photon starts at the same time t(a)
at scale factor a and ends at the same time t(a0 ) at scale factor a0 . By
the arguments above, entanglement fluctuation makes χ(a) greater. This
is the same qualitative feature that dark energy or cosmological constant
have on an otherwise matter dominated universe. In this sense, the two
postulates may account for the observational evidences for “dark energy”
without having dark energy.

8.3

Questions

We conclude the discussion on cosmology with some questions. Clearly
a quantitative analysis needs to be done to turn the above proposal into
a concrete one. We should also try to address the question of why the
universe appears to be close to flat. In the concordance model flatness
can be matched by a cosmological constant. In our proposal with modified
travelling distance sharing or completely taking over cosmological constant’s
(or dark energy’s) duty, it is an open question whether the energy content
of the universe is still close to critical.
The first postulate states how scale emerges for the vacuum, but not
excited states. The high temperature early universe is dominated by matter
and radiation, so what influence will the second postulate has on the scale
then? Can the postulates explain some phenomena in the early universe
one would otherwise resort to dark matter or inflation to explain? More
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generally, can one find some falsifiable predictions from the postulates?

9
9.1

Conclusions
Summary

In this section we summarize the thesis with an emphasis on specifying the
assumptions used in different steps.
The whole work is based on the prospect of combining the principle of
superposition from quantum theory and the principle of dynamical causal
structure from general relativity. We assume that these principles hold also
in quantum gravity.
The process framework is based on the three basic assumptions of local
quantum mechanics, linearity of probability, and non-negative normalized
probability, whose meanings are explained in Section 2.1. These assumptions allow us to incorporate indefinite causal structure through processes,
which are represented as operators on the systems of local parties. The three
basic assumptions allow a large family of not necessarily physical processes
in the mathematical framework. At present it is an open question exactly
what processes are physical. An optional postulate to have in the process
framework is the purification postulate, which excludes non-purifiable processes as unphysical (Section 2.4). We assume this postulate only when we
specify so.
We presented examples of all possible kinds of superposition of causal
relation for two parties in Section 3. We refer the readers to [10, 20] for ways
to certify indefinite causal structure and superposition of causal relations
from the description of the processes.
We then move on in Section 4 to propose that all entanglement measures for processes obey the “monotonicity under local operations” axiom.
Here local operations are trace-preserving completely positive maps (channels). In particular, they must be trace-preserving. This axiom contrasts
the “monotonicity under local operations and classical communications”
axiom of entanglement theory for states. The reason is that in the process framework where causal structure is important classical communication cannot be a free resource. We emphasize that the generalized notion of
entanglement apply also to ordinary quantum networks without indefinite
causal structure, and gives meaning to timelike and spacetime entanglement. Coherent-information-based measures have special importance as
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process entanglement measures, because its fundamental status in quantum communication theory and the clear operational meanings. In Section
5 we illustrated through examples how to calculate timelike and spacetime
entanglement in quantum networks which can be used to model quantum
field theory in the continuous limit.
Starting with Section 6 we discuss spontaneous quantum gravitational
causal fluctuations. Such fluctuations are expected to take place generically
around the Planck scale. Using processes to model such fluctuations, we
implicitly assumed that local parties are still meaningful at this energy
scale. By manipulating entropic inequalities, we identify causal fluctuation
as a possible mechanism that regularizes entanglement. The proofs assume
the purification postulate.
In Section 7 we studied the impact of causal fluctuations on black holes
physics. Finding that the traditional definition of black hole through causal
curves in classical spacetime does not make sense in quantum spacetime,
we generalized the concept of black holes to quantum spacetime using information communication capacity, assuming that there is a meaningful
notion of local party at future infinity in the quantum spacetime setting.
Using results from Section 3, we argue that under the generalized definition
quantum black holes do not exist in quantum indefinite spacetime because
of the generic causal fluctuations. This observation leads us to study the
information loss paradox, offering clues from black hole thermodynamics,
information processing, and radiation spectrum to argue that information
is not lost through evaporation.
Finally, in Section 8 we studied the impact of causal fluctuation on
cosmology based on two speculative postulates that the area scale in the
vacuum derives from the amount of entanglement and the amount of entanglement quantum fluctuates. One consequence of these postulates is that
the photon travelling comoving distance becomes longer. This may explain
the observations related with dark energy or cosmological constant.

9.2
9.2.1

Outlook
Incorporating indefinite causal structure to quantum field
theory

There are several motivations for combining the process framework with
quantum field theory. First, we want to calculate the black hole radiation
spectrum taking causal fluctuation into account. Second, we want to check
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if the causal fluctuation regularization mechanism for entanglement also
applies to quantum field regularization.25 Third, we want to explore the
impact of indefinite causal structure on the early universe by doing concrete calculations using field-theoretic analysis. Fourth, we want to study
observable effects of indefinite causal structure in general. For this purpose
concrete calculations need to be done, and it is hopeful that these can be
done in connection with quantum field theory.
Our outlook is to upgrade the framework for quantum field theory in
curved spacetime of Hollands and Wald [63] to incorporate processes. Hollands and Wald’s framework can be read as an improvement of algebraic
quantum field theory (AQFT) [64, 65] to face the challenges such as nonexistence of a unique vacuum state posed by curved spacetime background.
This framework brings the already similar AQFT and process framework
even closer. In the process framework the processes can be viewed as linear
functionals over local operations, just as in AQFT states are linear functionals over smeared quantum fields, which represent local operations. In
the process framework, processes carry essential information of indefinite
causal structure of the theory which is not carried by the local operations.
This contrasts AQFT, where the quantum fields representing local operations carry much of the structure of the theory, while states merely inherit
the structure from the fields. In Hollands and Wald’s framework the essential structures such as constraints of the equation of motion are carried by
conditions of the operator product expansion to be imposed on states and
states’ interaction with fields. The same strategy can be applied to processes such that field theoretic structures are imposed as extra conditions
on the processes and processes’ interaction with local operations.
A major feature to be expected in the improved field theory is the regularization of two-party correlators from causal fluctuations. Two-party
processes, as linear functionals on local operations, will likely be used to
express or bound two-point correlators26 , which are linear functionals on
smeared fields representing local operations in AQFT and Hollands and
Wald’s framework. The causal fluctuation regularization mechanism for
entanglement very likely also regularizes the correlator in the new field the25

Indeed, it had been argued very early on that entanglement and gravity are regularized by the same mechanism [53].
26
Indeed we already know that mutual information I a:b (ρab ) = I b (ρab ) + S(ρa ) bounds
C(Oa ,Ob )2
the correlation function: I a:b ≥ 2kO
2
2 , where C(Oa , Ob ) := hOa ⊗ Ob i − hOa i hOb i
a k kOb k
for observables Oa and Ob [66].
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ory, and many applications can be expected from this observation.
9.2.2

Developing a theory of quantum gravity

Currently we view quantum indefinite spacetime as a model or setting where
one can address certain questions of quantum gravity. Is it possible to
develop it into a theory of quantum gravity? A first step can be to set the
emergence of spacetime from process operators on a firmer footing. Namely,
to study in detail how the causal structure and the conformal factor can be
inferred purely from the quantum description of processes.
Let us discuss causal structure first. Of course, it is possible to infer operational causal structure between local parties from their process.
The question is whether there is an one-to-one correspondence between a
process description of the universe and the spacetime causal structure of
the universe (see the paragraph right before Section 3.1 for a discussion
about the difference between operational and spacetime causal structures),
which is what we want for a theory of quantum gravity. A potentially
useful feature about gravity is that gravitational waves are hard to trap,
so if local parties are allowed to detect small gravitational influences it is
possible that operational and spacetime causal structures are equivalent.
This possible equivalence needs to be examined carefully, and to exploit
it in a quantum gravity theory one may need to impose extra conditions.
For example, processes must describe correlations to a great level of details
such that correlations as weak as mediated by gravitational waves should
be included.
As for the conformal factor, we made a preliminary proposal of how the
area scale in vacuum emerges from entanglement in Section 8.1. To develop
it one needs to study how exactly the conformal factor can be recovered
from the area scale, and how the proposal extends beyond vacuum. A goal
of this theoretical development is to make the theory of quantum black
holes more tenable. Currently we have a working hypothesis that a local
party is inside a black hole if it cannot communicate to the future infinity
party. It would be helpful to develop concepts such as future infinity party
and black hole region within a mathematically more solid framework to see
the impacts of quantum indefinite spacetime on singularity related topics,
which are of interest to quantum gravity.
How to obtain the classical limit of general relativity from the quantum theory? In the quantum theory we allocate a local party at each
“event” that is operationally meaningful. In the classical limit these events
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are “small” (in terms of the space-time extension of individual events) and
“dense” (in terms of the distribution of all the events) such that they can be
modelled as points with a differentiable manifold. Furthermore, in the classical limit all indefinite causal structure effect disappears. Classical causal
and conformal structures emerge so that a metric can be recovered on the
differentiable manifold27 . The dynamical Einstein’s equation can then be
derived à la Jacobson [28] from the now uniform scaling of entanglement
(without indefinite causal structure there is no more fluctuations in entanglement, though the finiteness of field entanglement would have to come
from a cutoff whose origin is now unspecified).
9.2.3

Generalizing communication theory

For obvious reasons we want to turn the conjecture of Section 6 into a
theorem. The question of calculating optimized coherent information can
also be formulated in the broader context of a generalized communication
theory.
Ordinary quantum communication theory assumes that each party has
access to either an input or an output system. On the other hand, in the
process framework each party possesses two systems in order to allow superposition of causal structure. The communication theory of processes will
generalize traditional communication theory to give parties access to two
systems instead of one. The process communication will subsume quantum network, channel and entanglement communication theories as special
cases. From a even broader perspective, other information processing tasks
such as computation may be generalized to incorporate parties with both
input and output systems.
The process communication theory, in particular, will have a richer
structure and provide some new questions for information scientists. Tasks
such as classical communication, private classical communication, and quantum communication need to be redefined and capacity theorems need to be
reproved. The unification of bipartite states and channels through processes poses some new challenges. For example, for channels the capacities
27

The approach to recover classical spacetime from causal structure and sprinkling
density is pursued in the causal set theory (see [67] and references therein). Causal set
theory postulates that spacetime is fundamentally discrete, which distinguishes it from
our approach as we do not make any assumption about the fundamental discreteness of
spacetime. Moreover, our starting point is a quantum theory of spacetime, whereas the
original causal set theory is a classical theory.
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of entanglement transmission and entanglement generation are equal and is
given by IbLO . However, this equivalence breaks for processes. Suppose the
process is an entangled state, it certainly can have a positive entanglement
generation capacity, but “no-signalling” dictates that entanglement transmission capacity is zero. Unlike for channels, the quantity IbLO no longer
gives the capacity for entanglement transmission (although we think it gives
an upper-bound). We will need a new expression for process entanglement
transmission capacity.
On the other hand, IbLO probably still gives the entanglement generation
capacity, and coherent information will in any case still play an important
role for the communication theory of processes. Therefore computing or
bounding coherent information is a crucial task for both high-energy physics
(for ultraviolet regularization) and information science (for communication
capacities).
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Appendix
A

Standard theorems from quantum information theory

In this section we review some standard28 results from quantum information
theory. References to the original literature where the results are obtained
and some omitted proofs can be found in [21].

A.1

Quantum relative entropy

Quantum relative entropy is a central entropic measure, because many other
measures can be written in terms of it, and many of their properties can be
derived from properties of quantum relative entropy.
For a density operator ρ and a positive semi-definite operator σ, the
quantum relative entropy S(ρ||σ) is defined as
(
Tr[ρ(log ρ − log σ)],
supp(ρ) ⊂ supp(σ),
S(ρ||σ) :=
(89)
+∞,
otherwise.
Importantly, mutual information and coherent information/conditional
entropy can be expressed in terms of relative entropy.
S(ρab ||ρa ⊗ ρb ) =I a:b (ρab )
ab

a

b

b

ab

(90)
a|b

ab

S(ρ ||11 ⊗ ρ ) =I (ρ ) = −S (ρ ).

(91)

Note that 11a ⊗ ρb , having trace greater than 1 for nontrivial system a, is
not a quantum state. Therefore S(ρab ||11a ⊗ ρb ) does not meet the condition
of Theorem A.2 below and can be negative.
We list two fundamental properties of quantum relative entropy, whose
proofs can be found in [21].
28

Theorem A.11 is perhaps not standard as the first formula in the statement of the
theorem is not usually seen in the literature. However, the proof is a straightforward
application of standard results.
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Theorem A.1 (Monotonicity of quantum relative entropy). For state ρa ,
positive semi-definite operator σ a and channel Nab ,
S(ρa ||σ a ) ≥ S(Nab ρa ||Nab σ a ).

(92)

Here the channel acts on the possibly unnormalized operator σ a as a
linear map.
Theorem A.2 (Non-negativity of quantum relative entropy). For density
operator ρ and positive semi-definite σ such that Tr σ ≤ 1, the quantum
relative entropy S(ρ||σ) ≥ 0, with equality if and only if ρ = σ.

A.2

Entropic inequalities

Theorem A.3 (Subadditivity). For bipartite state ρab ,
S(ρab ) ≤ S(ρa ) + S(ρb ),

(93)

with equal sign iff ρab = ρa ⊗ ρb .
Proof. The inequality is equivalent to the non-negativity of mutual information, which is a consequence of mutual information as a relative entropy of
density operators (equation (90)) and the non-negativity of relative entropy
(Theorem A.2). Equality holds when the relative entropy is zero, which is
true iff ρab = ρa ⊗ ρb in this case.
Theorem A.4 (Triangle inequality). For bipartite state ρab ,
S(ρab ) ≥ S(ρa ) − S(ρb ) .
Proof. Let ρabe be a purification of ρab . Then
S(ρbe ) ≤S(ρb ) + S(ρe )
=S(ρb ) + S(ρab )

(94)
(95)

where we used subadditivity (Theorem A.3) in the first line. Since S(ρbe ) =
S(ρa ), we have S(ρa ) − S(ρb ) ≤ S(ρab ). Similarly S(ρb ) − S(ρa ) ≤ S(ρab ).
The result follows.
Theorem A.5 (Data processing inequality for coherent information). For
bipartite state ρab and channel Nbc ,
I b (ρab ) ≥ I c (Nbc ρab ).
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Proof.
I b (ρab ) =S(ρab ||11a ⊗ ρb ),
I

c

(Nbc ρab )

=S(Nbc ρab ||Nbc 11a

(96)
b

⊗ ρ ).

(97)

The statement is then a consequence of the monotonicity of quantum relative entropy (Theorem A.1).
Theorem A.6 (Strong subadditivity). For tripartite state ρabc ,
S(ρab ) + S(ρbc ) ≥ S(ρabc ) + S(ρb ).
Proof. The inequality is equivalent to
I ab (ρabc ) ≥ I b (ρbc ),

(98)

b
which is a consequence of Theorem A.5 when the channel Nab
traces out
b abc
bc
system a such that Nab ρ = ρ .

A.3

State and channel coherent information

Theorem A.7. For bipartite state ρab purified by ρabe ,
I b (ρab ) = −I e (ρae ).

(99)

When ρab is pure, e is empty and the right hand side reduces to ρa .
Proof.
I b (ρab ) =S b − S ab
b

e

=S − S
=S ae − S e
= − I e (ρae ).

(100)
(101)
(102)
(103)

We used the shorthand notation that S x denotes S(ρx ). The second and
third lines use the fact that for pure ρxy , S(ρx ) = S(ρy ).
Two useful lemmas below lead to the convexity of state coherent information (Theorem A.10).
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P
P
Lemma A.8. Let ρax = i pi ρai ⊗ |iihi|x , where pi ≥ 0, i pi = 1, and ρai
are normalized states on a. Then
X
S(ρax ) = S(ρx ) +
pi S(ρai ).
(104)
i

This can be proved by direct calculation from the definitions.
P
P
x
Lemma A.9. Let ρabx = i pi ρab
i ⊗ |iihi| , where pi ≥ 0,
i pi = 1, and
are
normalized
states
on
ab.
Then
ρab
i
X
(105)
I bx (ρabx ) =
pi I b (ρab
i ).
i

Proof.
I bx (ρabx ) =S bx − S abx
X
X
=S x +
pi S(ρbi ) − (S x +
pi S(ρab
i ))
i

=

X

=

X

pi (S(ρbi )

(106)
(107)

i

−

S(ρab
i ))

(108)

i

pi I b (ρab
i ).

(109)

i

In the second line we used Lemma A.8.
P
ab
ab
Theorem A.10
(Convexity
of
coherent
information).
Let
ρ
=
i pi ρ i ,
P
where pi ≥ 0, i pi = 1, and ρab
i are normalized states on ab. Then
X
b ab
pi I b (ρab
(110)
i ) ≥ I (ρ ).
i

P
Proof. By Lemma A.9, the LHS equals I bx (ρabx ), where ρabx = i pi ρab
i ⊗
|iihi|x . Since Trx ρabx = ρab , the result follows from Theorem A.5.
An important consequence of the convexity of state coherent information
is that mixed states do not improve over pure states for input optimization
in the definition of channel coherent information. We can define channel
coherent information in any of the following equivalent ways.
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Theorem A.11 (Equivalent definitions of channel coherent information).
The following definitions of channel coherent information are equivalent:
0

I b (Nab ) := sup I b (Nab ρaa ),

(111)

aa0

ρ

0

I b (Nab ) := sup I b (Nab |ψihψ|aa ),

(112)

0

|ψiaa

I b (Nab ) := sup S(Nab ρa ) − S(Nae ρa ),

(113)

ρa

where ρ and |ψi are arbitrary general and pure states, respectively. Nabe
is an isometric extension of Nab and Nae = Trb ◦Nabe is the complementary
channel to Nab .
Proof. First we show that the second
and third definitions are equivalent.
0
0
Let ρa be a state and let |ψiaa be its purification. Nabe |ψihψ|aa is a pure
0
0
state denoted by ψ a be = |ψihψ|a be . We have
S(Nab ρa ) − S(Nae ρa ) =S(ψ b ) − S(ψ e )

(114)

a0 b

(115)

=S(ψ b ) − S(ψ )
a0 b

b

=I (ψ )

(116)
aa0

=I b (Nab |ψihψ|

).

(117)
0

Because for any arbitrary ρa there is a corresponding |ψiaa , and conversely
0
any |ψiaa gives rise to a state ρa ,
0

sup S(Nab ρa ) − S(Nae ρa ) = sup I b (Nab |ψihψ|aa ).
ρa

(118)

0

|ψiaa

Next we show that the first and second definitions are equivalent. Obviously the first quantity is no less than the second. We use convexity of
state coherent information to establish that the second quantity is no less
0
than the first. By Theorem A.10, for any state σ a b ,
X
0
0
(119)
pi I b (σia b ) ≥ I b (σ a b ),
i

P
0
0
0
where σ a b = i pi σia b is decomposition of σ a b into a probabilistic mixture.
0
0
Then there is one particular j such that I b (σja b ) ≥ I b (σ a b ). Suppose σ ab =
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0

0

where ρaa is an arbitrary input state with spectral decomposition
Nab ρaa ,P
0
0
0
0
0
ρaa = i pi ρaa
into pure states ρaa
such that σia b = Nab ρaa
i
i
i . Then
0

0

b
b aa
I b (Nab ρaa
).
j ) ≥ I (Na ρ

(120)

Another consequence of the above results is that supplemental forward
classical communication does not increase channel coherent information.
Theorem A.12 (Forward classical communication does not increase channel coherent information). For a channel Nab ,
b
b
ILO→
(Nab ) = ILO
(Nab ) = I b (Nab ),

(121)

where → is classical communication from the input party to the output
party.
P
x
ac
acx
Proof. With
LO
→,
Alice
prepares
a
state
ρ
=
i pi ρi ⊗ |iihi| , where
P
pi ≥ 0, i pi = 1, ρac
i are normalized states on ac, and c is the subsystem
Alice keeps. Bob gets the bx part of
σ bcx =Nab ρacx
X
x
=
pi Nab ρac
i ⊗ |iihi|

(122)
(123)

i

:=

X

pi ωibc ⊗ |iihi|x

(124)

i

where the x subsystem arrives directly as classical communication. Bob
0
applies a local operation Lbbx on bx to finalize the shared state. Consider a
set of operations that maximize the coherent information. We have
0

0

b
ILO→
(Nab ) =I b (Lbbx σ bcx )
bx

bcx

(125)

≤I (σ )
X
=
pi I b (ωibc )

(127)

i
b
≤ILO (Nab ).

(128)

(126)

The first line holds because we chose a set of operations that maximize the
coherent information. The second line uses Theorem A.5. The third line
b
uses Lemma A.9. The fourth holds because ILO
(Nab ) maximizes over all
b
input states. Finally, we showed in Section 4.2 that ILO
(Nab ) = I b (Nab ).
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A.4

Continuity of coherent information

Theorem A.13 (Alicki-Fannes-Winter inequality). For density matrices
ρab and σ ab , if 12 ρab − σ ab 1 ≤  for  ∈ [0, 1]. Then
H a|b (ρ) − H a|b (σ) = I b (ρ) − I b (σ) ≤ 2 log dim Ha + (1 + )h2 (/[1 + ]),
(129)
where h2 (p) := −p log p − (1 − p) log(1 − p) is the binary entropy.
A proof of this theorem can be found in [21].

B

Results about process coherent information

The coherent information for a state can be negative, but that of a channel
cannot. This is a consequence of the following more general result.
Theorem B.1. If R contains local operations on all systems complementary to x, IRx (W ) ≥ 0.
Proof. Pick OR to trace out all output subsystems complementary to x and
to input product pure states to all input subsystems complementary to x.
Then I x (OR (W )) = 0, from which IRx (W ) ≥ 0.
x
Corollary B.1.1. If R allows local operation on all systems, ILO
(W ) ≥ 0.

Theorem B.2. Local output operations cannot increase the coherent information of a process, if operations on non-target systems are restricted to
unital channels.
Proof. Suppose we want to optimize I b (W ab ) = S(W ab ||11a ⊗ W b ) by applying local channels on output subsystems of b and local unital channels
on output subsystems of a.
a0 b0
The local output operations can be expressed as a joint channel Nab
:=
a0
b0
a0
b0
Na ⊗ Nb , where Na is a product of local unital channels, and Nb is a
product of local channels (we adjoin the identity channel for subsystems
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not acted on). We have
0

0 0

0 0

0

0

ab
ab
W ab ||11a ⊗ Nbb W b )
W ab ) =S(Nab
I b (Nab
a0 b0

a0

(130)

b0

=S(Nab W ab ||Na 11a ⊗ Nb W b )

(131)

a0 b0
a0 b0
=S(Nab
W ab ||Nab
(11a
ab
a
b

(132)

b

⊗ W ))

≤S(W ||11 ⊗ W )

(133)

=I b (W ab ).

(134)

The first and last lines use the relative entropy expression of coherent in0
formation. The second line uses the unital property of Naa . The fourth
line uses the monotonicity property of quantum relative entropy (Theorem
A.1).
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